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VOLUME XXIII, ma
)11, VISIONS OF BEAUTY
WILL SE THE JUB
ILEE
PARADES.
850, 885 And 810 Prizes.-
Queen Contest.-.Cam Wei
Company's Suocess.
Three big parades will be beautiful
4) features of the Elks Jubilee a
nd Car-
I'begi are scheduled as follows:
MONDAY, NAY 19
_ 
;
Elks Parade
, THITISDAY, NAY 22
Floral Parade
rainst, NAY hi
Industrial Parade.
The floral parade committee is as
follows:
H. M. Bryan. I. F. Campbell, Jno.
W. Garaett, A. P. Crockett, J. 
K.
Hosesr, H. W. Watts, Gus Tan
dy,
J. D. Barbell, Jr., I. E. Cooper, LA,
Radford, Jno. T. Edmunds, E. H.
Barter, S. U. Wooldridge, Douglas
Bell, W A Lackey, S. L. Shirley.
Thesionimittee on Elks and in-
t daetrial parades follows:
Jae. B. Galbraith, I. Y. Owsley,
L. H. MCKee, R. F. McDaniel, Lee
H. 0. Wood, J. T. Wall, J. It.
ligglekes, Geo. W. Phelps, T. M.
Wooldridge, L. R. Davie, T. L. Mor-
row, T. B. Falrieigh, Jonett Henry,
IL B. Bassett, K. E. Cooper. J. B
.
Jackson, W. F. Grau, N. Zimmer,
C. H. Hill, .1, 0. Littlebales, Guy
Damian.
C.!'. Jarrett will be chief mar-
el all parades and Ed D. Jones as-
sinaat marshal.
The Bona parade will far surpass
say pageant ever witnessed in Sou
-
them Kentucky. Already between
thirty and forty people have said
Choy would bay., entries. Thcre will
be three prizes for the most attract-
linty decorated vehicles, as follows:
niter raise. $60.09.
SECOND PRINZ, $25.00.
ramp raise, $10.00.
QIHMIR of the Carnival and ber
mart wet-appear in the floral pa-
rade. The float will be gorgeous.,
Voting for the Queen is continuing
with great interest. The ballots will
be saireassed Friday night, and an
ansoleseenient of the standing of the
young Lilies will be made in Satin.-
day's Now ERA.
The Wright Merchants' Carnival
eoespaay, all ar whose attractions,
both free and pay. will be brought
here, has last (limed an engagement
at iii1 1 ,0aOlits Louisiana, an
d the lo-
cal bas issued the fol-
lowing eard:
"Me success achieved is gratify-
Isg. We have, of course, labored bard
*Sin the week, but success has
sir reward and we are highly
- Tet the citizens of Shreve-
pilltalinndoted us by their patron-
2r.a=ing wedeiwnitstetosteu ces
s
tender
assabwore thanks; also to the visit.-
with the managers
shows doing business
eledial and to them much
the seal thaliresnited must be at-
Tiny furnished clean.
and pissising performances
were neeonary to insure pat-
In all ray experience in the
bushier I never met a
eibletlet of people to do business
Sibilant the asasagers and proprie-
DOM et these shows. I miyht add
area She street steed people were all
111111*-^
it4114"
BANKRUPT SALE.
The bankrupt stock of Sbadoin &
Canis was sold this morning at pub-
lic suction by the trustee, J. F. Gar-
nett of the Planters Bank and Trust
Company.
The mock was Hold under heads
and brought. following prices:
A pair of enmputhig scales, bought
by Welk for 111.
A pair of Computing scales, bought
by W. per,01.
bought by E. J. Duncan
11"41.One spring wagon, bought by L.
M. Cayce far $UL
Stock of goods and fixtures, bought
by F. T. Babies°. for
Lot of dieleents, bought by Doug-
las Bell for NO.
One set of harness, bought by L. M.
Cayce for 84.50.
11155 LAWSON'S DEATH
Sixteen Years of Age-Vic
tim of Consumption.
Yeses Teeesers deur.
Miss Emma Lawson, daughter of
Mrs. Susan Lawson, of East 19th. St.
this city,died at five o'clock this
morning, of consumption.
She was in her sixteenth year, a
ameba of the Methodist church
Ind Seaday school, and a very ami-
able and inuielient young girl.
She bail been a suffer for about
two years. In all her sickness she
was patient and uncomplaining.
She was lolly sustained by divine
grace thebughout her sickness, and
died in perfect peace. The afflicted
family have the sympathy of a wide
eirele of friends and relatives.
The fennel service will be held at
the residence at two o'clock Wednes-
day atteraies, service to be con-
ducted. by the pastor, assisted by
the Rey. J. T. Rushing it his atten-
dant* be possible.
EXCURSIONS VIA L. & N.
Dania, Tex., April 22d to 25th, round
tidy MAO rte. the L. &N. R. R.
Viskeita will be on sale April 18, 19
sad Ii, Batted to return May 2nd.
By depositing tickets with joint
wnt at Dallas and payment of a fee
(die seats am extension will be gran-
ted until May 15.
For $ale.
One Jersey mulch cow and one
about ie be Iran. Address
Tad Courtney,
wit Hopkinsville, Ky.
ELECT. DIRECTORS
FINE MEETING OF COM-
MERCIAL CLUB.
President And Vice Presi-
dent Chosen.-Fifty Mem-
bers Enrolled.
The meeting of the Commercia
l
Club last night 111141 enthusiast
ic.
Directors and Bilkers were elected.
Fifty public-spirited citizens were
present and paid dues in advance.
The organization starts In a mos
t
flourish lug way and ptumises to be a
power in the promotion of the busi
-
ness interests of Hopkinsville.
The election of directors resulted
as follows:
VII DIERCTOItS.
M. C. Forbes
E. B. Bassett
R. E. Cooper
3.1'. Wall
A. W. Wood
J. E. McPherson
M. L. Bib
J. H. Eggieton,
W. T. Cooper
Geo. M. Dalton
F. M. Stites
J. T. Edmunds
Geo. C. Long
W. A. Wilgus
A. H. Anderson.
The directors held a meeting and
elected the followii g officers:
OF
R. E. Cooper, President.
Geo. C. Long. Vice President.
It was decided to adjourn to next
Monday night for the election of ),
• ecretary and treasurer and the 
ap-
pointment of the various commit' es
A list of the members follows:
PHI MEMBERS.
U. C. Long, J. E. McPherson
.
I. H. Eggleton, R. F. West.
W. H. Lee, W. H. Harrison,-
E. M. Flack, J. J. Metcalfe,
V. M. Stites, W. H. Cummings,
J. T. Edmunds, E. B. Bassett,
L. McCartney, W. A. Wilgus,
M. L. Fib, E. G. Califs,
J. H. Bell Jr., A. W. Wood,
L. L. Elgin, W. L. Bamberger
Jas. Young Jr., Will Hopper,
J. T. Hall, 3.0. Cook,
W. H. Faxon, W. T. Cooper,
Polk Cansler, Monroe Dalton,
M. C. Forbes, 0. E. Gary,
It. E. Cooper. A. H. Anderson,
mo. Feland, Lee Ellis,
Geo. Bradley, J. H. Anderson,
W. T. Tandy. L. E. Fowler.
Jae. Cooper, C. H. Hill,
W. C. West, L. H. Davis,
tieo. D. Dalton, H. Rohn,
A. S. Lindy, H. M. Dalton,
T. L. Metcalfe, L. M. Cayce,
L. H. McKee, inn. D. Auesell.
Declared a Lunatic.
Mrs. Sarah Miller, of near Pritch-
ard, was tried, this afternoon,
charged with lunacy and ordered to
be taken to the asylum at Hopkins-
ville. She is the wife of Mr. J. A.
Miller and about 1113 years of age.
The attack was brought about by ill
health.-Mayfield Messenger.
STIES.TED-A red Jersey Short-
hero Stash cow; had been dehorned.
Rewind U returned to
P. A. Carpenter,
A TeX+, wuSineo
Mall's Great Discovery
One small bottle of Hill's Great Dis-
covery cures all kidney and bladder
troubles, removes gravel, cures die-
octets, eerninal emir/dons, weak and
Lame backs, rheumatism and all ir-
regularities of the kidneys and blad-
der in both men and women, regu-
lates bladder troubles in children.
If not sold by your druggist will be
sent by mail on receipt of $1. One
small bottle is two months' treat-
ment and will cure any case above
mentioned. Dr. E. W. Hall, sole
manufacturer, P. 0. Box 729, St.
Louis, Mo. Send for testimonials.
Sold by all druggists and T. 1). Arm-
"teed.
READ THIS.
Hopkinsville, Ky., June 7 1901
Dr. E. W. Hall, St Louis, Mo.
Sir: I have sold your Texas Won-
der (Hall's Great Discovery) for the
past three years and from experience
1 can safely say I have never sold any
kidney and bladder remedy of super-
ior merits.
Most Respectfully,
THOMAS D. ARM IS'TEA D.
ptrisona 1 Nolte
- roes iltureday's daily
Meows. M. E. Bacon and Dick
DeTrevIlle went to Nashville iseit
night to see James Hackett in "Dun
Caesar's Return."
Miss Meade Milliken left yester-
day for Franklin, where she will vis-
it relatives before returning to her
home in Louisville.
LARGE CONTRACTS
The J. H. Dagg Planing Mill 
and
Building Company has secured t
wo
large local contracts this week. TO
This morning at a meeting of 
the
directors of the Planters Bankin
g &,
Trust Company it was decided 
to let
to the Dagg company the cont
ract to ,
remodel the Howe block, which 
is to Order
be converted into a handsome 
bank-
ing house. The architects are H
arris
& Shopbell, of Evansville, Ind.
The firm has also been awar
ded
the contract to build the big 
three
stories Odd Fellows buildin
g on
Ninth and Virginia streets.
Badly Injured.
Joe McCulley, one of the wealthie
st
farmers in Hopkins county, was 
the
victim of an accident which his 
phy-
sician fears may prove fatal. Wh
ile
driving, his horse became frightene
d
and began to plunge and kick, th
ow-
lig Mr. McCulley from the 
wagon
and under the horse's heels. 
The
horse fell on him.
FARMERS INSTITUTE
Hon. I. B. Nall, commissioner o
f
agriculture of Kentucky, will hold •
farmers institute April 24-25 1902. at
Church Hill to which all farmer
s
are invited. Those living near wil
l
please bring their baskets.
Advice To Tobacco Growers
.
In looking over the past and i
n
view of the future, I thought I would
write a few lines on the subject of
raising tobacco, hoping that these
words of advice will prove a help i
n
every time of need to those who are
interested in growing tobacco. T
ile
worst task as a general thing is to
keep the worms from destroying th
e
tobacco after it is topped and I hav
e
.s remedy that I think will 
destroy
the worms and part of the work il
followed.
Lot your horse lot or barn lot gru
e
up in jimpson weeds and when they
essgin to bloom get you Scents wort
h
If cobalt, mix it it in about 4 ounce
s
qf sweetened water; quit work about
one-half hour by sun every evening
and apply one drop of your cobalt in
every jimpoon blossom. By doing
this you will kill the tobacco fly,
thus destroying the worm. Now if
every man in the neighborhood wil
l
try It, it will be better for all simpl
y
for the reason that if one man in 
the
neighborhood tries it and the others
do not, it will not be much help to a
single individual simply from the
fact that flys will come over from
adjoining farms and deposit eggs on
your tobacco, causing you to have
some worms, though not so many if
you fail to use cobalt.
Lee Witty.
 
 
es- ...-
Notice To Overseers.
I intended calling s meeting of all
road overseers in the county this
week for the purpose of discussing
the best methods of improving our
roads, but IN every body is busy
planting corn I decided it was best
to wait until later. In the mean-
time I hope you will warn out the
hands and get your road in good
shape preparatory for our graders, as
we expect to start two grader crews
in May so as to have all the roads in
good condition ny fall. I trust you
will each give me your hearty co-
operation in this matter. If any
bridges or culberts on your road
need repairing please notify me
either by letter or phone. Watch
newspapers for time of meeting and
do not fail to be there, Yours truly,
T. J. MCREYNOLDS,
Supervisor of Roads.
Phone N.). 200-2. w2t
Miss Tony Ware left yesterday for
Asheville, N. C., to visit her sister,
Miss Mary Ware.
The Rev. J. W. Mitchell, of Earl-
ington, is in the city.
Mr. Roger Harrison has returned
from a professional trip to Bowling
Green.
-Mr. Hunter Wood, of Hopkinsville,
I.. registered at the Palmer. . Mr.
Matt Rawls went to Hopkinsville at
noon today on business.-Pasducah
Sun of Wednesday.
re= Tuessiareaaste.
Col. James 0. Cooper hasl-eturned
from Dawson.
Mr. W. R. Howell was in Padueah
yesterday.
Mr. and Mrs. Howell have return-
ed from New Orleans.
Maj. Alex Dade left today for
Washington, D. C.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Howell, of
Nashville, are visiting the family of
Mr. Walter Kelly.
Mr. and Mrs. McClure Kelly, of
Houston, Tex., are the guests of Mr.
Waiter Kelly.
Mr. W. H. Barr has returned from
Louisville. where he has been for the
last two weeks with his family.
Mr. John Pendleton, of Pembroke,
is in the city.
Miss Saws McComb, of Pembroke,
is shopping in the city.
Sheriff Lem R. Davis, who has
been ill several days, was &hie to be
, at the court house this morning.
Mr. Campbell Holt, of Cadiz, is in
the city to spend a few dsys.
- 
W. I.4a CooperFor Salo
About 400 bushels of genuine
Whippoorwill Peas. K. H. MAJOR,
wt
We are
Over-
stocked
On Peas,
Strawber's
Beets,
Bermuda
Onions, etc
Spring
egeta
bles
Large
Variety!
Finest
Quality!
Something new arriv-
ing on every train.
MANY FROM HERE 'HOWARD NEAR
SENATE'S DOOR
BEFORE MURDER
ATTEND CONFEDER-
ATE REUNION.
Is Issued Assigning
Quarters To Kentucky
Veterans.
Hopkinsville and Christian coun-
ty will be well represented at the
confederate reunion in Dallas. In
an addition to members of Ned
Merriwether Camp, a good many
people expect to take advantage of
the low rates to visit Texas and the
places of interest it affords.
A general order has Just been
issued from the headquarters of the
Kentucky division, U. C. V., an-
nouncing that all preparations for
the reunion have been completed
and that headquarters for the Ken-
tucky division have been prepared.
The order in full is as follows:
The commanding general an-
nounces that all preparations have
been made for the headquarters of
the Kentucky division at Dallas.
The headquarters will be in the
branch building of B. F. Avery &
Sons, which is extremely well lo-
cated Messrs. Avery & Sons bay,
also arranged to entertain from one
hundred to a hundred and fifty ut
the Kentucky Veterans. They have
tendered their entire branch build-
ing, have furnished every conven-
ience, cuts and other comforts, all el
which are liberally and generously
delisted by this company to the Ken-
tucky veterans free of charge.
The indicatiene are now that the
attendunce at the Dallas; rem
sill be large. and the Comitiandinr
tieneral hopes that as ititti.y of tie
veterans as can find it convenient
sill take advantage of this oppor-
tunity to renew the aesuciatious
the past and to meet the men of tie
frans-Mississippi Departnieut, who
swill assemble in large numbers at
Dallas. One cent a mille fare hae
oeeta grant si by all the railroad coat-
vailies; the fare from Louisville ie
only $18.110, and pis/portion/el _
other points.
All information can be secured by
application to the Adjutant General.
By order of Maj. lien. J. M.
Poyntz.
BENNETT H. YOUNG,
Adjutant General and Chief of Staff.
Fifteen thousand Confederates
will sleep under canvas at Dallas.
The government has turned over the
tents for the old boys in gray, and a
white city will be up awaking their
arrival.
The Kentuckians, however, are to
be of this number, since B. F. Avery
&Sons have donated the big branch
warehouse of the company at Dallas
for the quarters.
GOOD MAN GONE
Paralysis Causes Death Of
Thos. M. Crouse.
From Wednesday's dally.
Mr. Thos.M. Crouse, a leading far-
mer of the Edwards' Mill neighbut-
hood, died yesterday afternoon at 6
o'clock of paralysis, aged 65 years.
He was buried this afternoon at 8
o'clock in the Layne burying ground
A widow and eight children Sur-
rive
DIED OF NEGLECT
Johnnie Catlett. a colored woman
who has for some time been livitie
*pert from her husbatid, Lewis Cat-
lett, was found dead in her bed at
her home on Second street. The
verdict of the coroner's inquest was
that she died for lack of medical at-
teetion. She was 38 yenra
MATCH INAS A TIE
LARGE AUDIENCE AT
SPELLING CONTEST.
The spelling contest at the opera
house Tues'y night between citizons
one side and public school child
ren
on the other was a fine success and
etiV 
VT7.40 was cleared for the school
 li-
brary.
Every seat downstairs WAS occu-
pied and there WAS a good crowd in
the balcony. While the match last-
ed two hours, the audience was as
pleased as it was patient, and on
nearing the conclusion great interest
was shown, manifesting itself in fr
e-
quent applause.
The match resulted in a draw. The
pupils won the written contest by a
fraction, and the citizens proved to
be somewhat better oral spellers.
Prof. C. E. Dudley, of Pembrok
e,
who gave out the words, officiated i
n
a most capable manner. Prof.
 W.
H. Harrison and Rev. Dr. C. 
H.
Nash were judges, and Prof. A. C-
Kuykendall referee. Superintend
-
ent Livingston McCartney had g
en-
eral charge of the contest and ma
de
the announcements.
seiV 
Dennis Shaw won the $6 gold piece
which he donated to the library fund
.
4Cal1 quick or tele-
phone 116 for we mus
t 
Dr. Chas. E. Outealt, dentist, of-
lice over Bank of Hopkinsville. Will
move them. Lots o
f be ready for patients on 3
0th.
SEEMED TO BE LEADER
OF MOUNTAINEERS.
WILLIAMS ON STAND.
Testimony To Show Defend-
Was A Principal In As-
sassination.
(Special to New Era.)
FRANKFORT, Ky., April 17.-
The jury to try Berry Howard,
charged with being a principal in the
Goebel assassination case, was com-
pleted and the opening statement
for the prosecution was made by At-
torney T. C. Campbell, who spoke
for half an hour.
He declared that the defendant
would be shown by the testimony to
have close to all the parties under
indictment for the crime and to have
made damaging admissions of his
connection with it.
He said that proof would be offered
to show that Howard said repeatedly
it Pineville "We settled the ci:n-
:est," and that he wadi- other re-
-narks tending to sliovv his complici-
ty lit time murder conspiraey.
D. Meade Woodson, the engineer
who made a plat of the elate capitol
.rounds amid buildings, after the
booting, and who had the bu'let cut
rout the heel/berry tree, Was the
:ret witness for die commonwealth.
sie was on the stand ter an I  tin-
ier examination le) Commettweeltli's
kttoriley Franklin and expleit.ing
lie plate to the jury.
NVilliain H. Lyons, who was door-
eeeper of the house in 1900, Was put
,n the stand this morning and was
he first new witness in rbe case. He
.id he saw Howard with the moun-
taineers, and that he seemed to be
be leader. Judge Williams testified
Oat ha sew Howard, Culton and a
other good things to Don't Let Them Suffer.
eat. We will appreci.., Often children a
re tortured with
ate your trade. 
itching and burning eczema and
other skin diseases but Bucklen's
Arnica Salve heals the raw sores, ex-
pels inflammation, leaves the ekiii
without a scar. Clean, fragrant,
cheap, there's no salve on earth Its
good. Try it. Cure guaranteed.
Only 2&c at Anderson & Fowler, J
Wholesale dt Retail Grocers. o. Cook, L. L. Elgin. C. K
. Wyly.
stranger near the senate door con-
ferhig just before Oov. Goebel was
shot.
he jury which is trying Berry
Howard was selected, from among
seventy-five representative citizens
of the city and county. In its selec-
tion the commonwealth saw proper
to use three of its five peremptory
challenges, and the defense ten of
the fifteen allowed by law to that
side. It was made up of nine farm-
ers and three Frankfort citizens.
The jurors are: W. E. Hall, J. W.
Rogers, Charles L. Wright, Robeit
Snook, George L. Hannon, Nick L.
Smith. Harvey Oreen,Williatn Haw-
kins, Harvey Tichenor, farmers;
Noma, Duvall,life insurance agent;
Michael Foley, mechanic, and Mack
Salyers, live stock broker. In poli-
ties all are Democrats.
TO vise A COLD III ONE DAY
Take Laxative Brom() Quinine Tab-
lets. All druggist. toftnel the money
if it fads to cure. E. W. Grove's sig-
'mature IS enett bee. tee.
Mannington Marriage.
Mr. Cordie McIntosh and Miss
Myrtle Rensliew were married at
7:90 o'clock Wednesday night at the
home of the bride in Matinington.
Rev. Mr. Shimmel officiating. A
brother of the groom, Mr. Robert
McIntosh, will be married Sunday to
Miss Lydia C. Hight.
Re-elected President.
Dr. S. A. Steel has been chosen
president of Lewin Female College
at Russellville for another year:
Petition For An Election.
There was Bled in the county
judge's office yesterday a petition
from Trenton asking the judge to
call an election in that city on the
whisky question. It goes over tin-
ier the law thirty days. In the
iiir•ti the 8:11.t.)11 At that plaice
remains closed. pendin'.c the settle-
meet of the issue. -El k ton Program.
Food Changed To
Putrefy leg (MA in the
produces effects lake theme
Poison.
.4 amen he
hut Dr. Ring's New Life Pills expel
the poisons from clogged bowels,
gently, easily but surely, curing
Constipation, Biliousness, Sick
Heedache, Fevers, all Liver, Kidney
and Bowel troubles. Only 25c at
Anderson & Fowler, J. 0. Cook, L.
L. Elgin, C. K. Wyly.
rtm trtrTirtitfil
If You Dont Buy Your Clothing
0 0 0 0 0 From.P.6,460.6%0
4 You Don't Buy Clothing Right
. 4
oza
p
167Trie
Experience
of others
VLearitge03. WIA
TS
Che
PANAMA
Hat
Will be worn this season by
the best dressers who are al...ays
on the l000Kout for
"Che Thing."
Every right style, blacii or col-
ors, in our splendid line of soft
Hats, right from the factory, as we
positively do not handle second
hand or auction Hats. If you wan
clean, honest, up-to.date Hats, we
have them at the right prices.
tie
de fir -
Drk\Ct sock
CUT 6,ASS
In Exquisite
Designs!
It will be worth your while to
call and let us show you
Something Beautiful in
That Line.
Hopper Q. Iiitchen
BAXTER INTEDESTS oil Is Struck InChristian County.
CONSOLIDATED AND CAP-
ITAL INCREASED.
Includes The Projected Line
Which Mai Be Extended
To Hopkinsville.
The Nashville American states
that the rallruad interests of Col.
Jere Baxter have been conaolidated.
The consolidated properties, ac-
cording to the American, were first
transferred tell the Niu.hv lie &Clarks-
vine Railroad Company. and then
the style of corporation was changed
to the Tennessee Central Railroad
Company. The consolidated rail-
roads consisted of the Tennesssee
Central railway, extending from
South Herrtman to Moiiterey, 65
miles; Nashville & Knoxville rail-
road, (ruin Monterey to Lebanon, 79
mites; tha Tennessee Central rail-
road, from Lebanon to Nashville, 30
miles, and the projected Nashville &
Clarksville road, which Is to extend
.rotii Nashville to some point on the,
Illinois Central railway. The con-
tact signed by the officers of the
itilipahies Feb. 1, was approved.
l'he transfer is to be made on Marl.
The consolidated company is au-
thorized to increase Be capital stock
to the sum of 98,00),000, and a first
mortgage is authorized to secure
fifty-year & per ceet. gold bohds to a
sum not etceeding in the aggregate
$16,00u.000 and to be limited to not
more thou $25.000 per mile OD the
eintiplete line of road constructed by
• he company. Fifty-one per cent. of
he stock Is to be deposited to guar-
iiitlepentletice.
For Sale.
Fresh Jersey cow.
Its lt Atkinson & Ellis.
-
For Sale
Some nice fnmmuily
°roes (or Kale. C.
41•••••
/1
and driving 1111.111.11111.1111111.1111.111.111111111.
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New Silks for Dresses and Waists,
New Wash Goods, New Challies,
New Dress Trimmings.
NEW WASH GOODS.
Mercerized. Zephyrs, Mercerized Linens,
Silk Spot Zephyrs, Madras Cloth, Chamby
• Gingham*, Cheek And Corded Ginghams,
Covert Cloth, Fancy Dress Du Its,
Colored Dimities and Lewns, etc.
WHITE GOODS.
Persian Lawns, Vici Lawns, India Linen
,
Linen Lawns, Dimities, Check Neinsook,
June,: Cambric, Piques, Etc., Etc.
New Floor Coverings.
Crirpete, Bugs. Maui logs, Lini,letnns, Oi
l Cloths, Etc.
Big assortment iti every line teatime
fm-eon. All are welcome.
The Sand Lick Oil and Development Company 
Saturday
depth of 750 feet, where a quantity of as was struc
k. A few feet
oil sand was found, which proved to contain an exce
llent quality of
'oil. The oil Rand was twenty feet deep and gave ever
y evidence of being a
rich find.
As the company is m tking a test well it was not con
tent to stop but Ii
now drilling for the second sand, and every indica
tion so far gives the hope
of a fine well.
Many oil men have been here during the past week,
 and have gone out
to see the well. All unite in the belief that oil 
In paying quantities has
been found.
Several companies are now preparing to sink wells 
immediately upon
their holding in North Christian.
, The well being sunk by the Sand Lick company
 is seven miles west o
Crofton. In case the second sand does not app
ear, the first sand will be
'hot with nitro-glycerin.
The well, however, will:be drilled two thousand f
eet first to test the for-
mation. It is now nine hundred feet deep.
The Iowa and California Company began work 
on Um rig In the same
locality this week.
*3i,)3,1,1304314,444
gel, • dor %ow •
I AM Ready
For Sprin!g•
Come tolthe feast! Come and make your 
selectionsF1• 
, 
now from'an elegant Stock of Fresh Spring Goo
ds
Just Opened at T. M. Jones.
44
T. M. JONES.
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Misses and Child- •
- 
•
• 
•
O 
ren's Slippers. •
• 
•
• 
•
• Owing to strikes in the factory our •
IP Misses and Children's Slippers were 
•
III late in coming, but we have the
m all in III
• 
now and NIP if 4 •It ‘1  +IF NIP Nif Nil 4i 41 xi 4 
Nte 4 III
•
•
III
•
S
III
•
III
II
• Those Who Have
• Waited Are Lucky!
•
• Fine Dongola Sou. Tie, Pat. Tip and Bow
chwyen,s 1 Misses 1.2
•
CI
1„f.,,()c ell Misses
Pat. Kid, Twin Strap, Turn sole Sandals.
$ I . I 0 children's $ I .35
4111
• 
Misses' $ I .50
0
Finest Dongola Strap Sandals, turn sol
es
ti) $1 5 IP
•
•
•
111
•
FJ. H. ANDERSON r),
•
•
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AN YOU AFFORD
o put your handsome "RADIANT H
OME" HEATER out in your coal house
r the summer, take risk of break 
age and ru-st and pay inexperienced
help to hail-clean aud set it ul 
spin next Fall? Ncw think about
tlii.. as a m.ffley sa.,er and satisfec 
tory arrangement and have us send
for your stove We are responsible 
for all breakage and keep them fully
insured while in storage The plated 
rimming is, detached, every piece
carefully w rs pp, d, your name and 
date plainly marked on tags securtly ,
fasteued to time stove and to each 
separate part and an itemized receipt
is sent to )o 1 showing what we are t
o return, amount of charges and
repairs if any are . required io Notify us when you want the stove
returne 1 and we replace it alreidy 
for fire, black parts well polished,
plated work highly burnished and 
look ii g just like new. Our men are
careful and make no noise nor dirt in remo
ving or replacing stoves. That the
amps are fair and the service satisfactoty i
s anply shown the fact that those
ho have stored stoves with us four years
 are now giving us their business
)r this year. Think this over and ask yt ur n
eighbor what she thinks of it.
We only mentioned "RADIANT HOME," bu
t for storage any name will
o We take all that offer, butthi, is a go
od place to remind yell that five
ears t•-srv ce has hot yet made d'inia9d for o
ne piece of repair for "Radiant
I-him " Stoves. You know the 13,8 p4ca 
are fully gu trantded for five years.
Phone
185-3 GEO.. W• YOUNG.
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$1.00 A YEAR.
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Friday, April 18, 1902.
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Illegal rebates on railroads have
fostered the growth of trusts which
have forced up the price of meat be-
yond all reason. It is the duty of
the Interstate Commerce Commis-
Ion to abolish this abuse.
Tbe explosion motor has been
proved best for aerial navigation on
amount of its lightness in propor-
tion to power produced. Electric
storage engines weigh about 100
pomade to the horse-power; steam,
14 pounds; gasoline, lees than eight.
The worst feature of explosion en-
gines is that the best of them are
apt to"balk" at times, and might
stop in the air at a critical moment.
Shipping interests in this country
seem to be prospering without a
charitable dole from the people and
there is no reason why they should
not by to win by paths of sett-roll-
&nos pursued by other private en-
' Isepeksea.
A Quaker pastor from Iowa has
ran to Africa to locate a mission of
his met on the shore of Lake Vic-
toria.
KOlfelhall explain the motive force
of the American electric ears at
$emi by saying :that the foreigners
have hammed the invisible dow-
ned the air and the electric flashes
so °Oen seen are fire spit out by the
miry monsters at being, compelled
to work. There may be some truth
as well as superstition and poetry in
this explanation.
The word tariff °owes from the
min of a Spanish town, Tarifa,
whom a robber baron of the ;sea ex-
--hated ;tribute from all merchants
passing through the Straits of Gib-
raltar.
The whiskey trust has :decided to
revive the National Protective As-
alerted at Chicago in 181315
mato war on the prohibition
and try to convince the
that prohibition laws are in-
It is a logician's pumle to explain
protectionists still fight for high
tariff rates and boast at the same
time of their ability to sell Ameri-
goods in foreign =Limb; cheap-
than at home.
Iowa ranks Ent in the total value
domestic animals, and Texas see-
n, total value for the man-
is about M200,000,000.
' ilsoalisr Hanna voted for the oleo-
amminetne bill, though at one time
It was thought that be would not.
He was flooded with letters and tel-
evisions urging him to support the
amemwe. which 'breed from him the
t: "I will not be bull-dosed
voting for any measure. I have
mit said how I would vote on the bill,
If I had been disposed to be
toward it, my inclination
aaw would be to vote against it.-
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HIS TENANT
FIGHT DUEL.
SEVEN BULLETS ENTERED
JAS. D. BROWN'S BODY.
WAS INSTANTLY SLAIN.
William Pulley Was Shot
Through Left Shoula•r•
OLD QUARREL RENInva D.
Rolm Friday's daily
James D. Brown, one of the best
known NMI moat prosperous farmers
in :North !Christian, and William
Pulley, • Meant on his farm, fought
a duel with pistols late yesterday af-
ternoon.
Brown twas shot seven times and
instantly killed. Pulley was badly
wounded in the left shoulder.
There were no witnesses to the
tragedy.
Immediately after the encounter.
Pulley went to the store at Hawkins,
and told what bad occurred. Sever-
al men went to the scene and found
Brown's dead body and removed it
to his home. Coroner Allensworth
has gone from the city to hold an in-
quest.
County Judge Fowler issued a war-
rant for Pulley's arrest. Depn ty Sher-
iff Starling found the man too seri-
ously wounded to be brought to jail
and a guard has been placed over
him. A bullet from Brown's pistol
passed through . Pulley's shoulder
crushing the clavicle.
Pulley claims that he killed Brown
in self-defense. According to his
story he met Brown, who was riding
a horse, in the road near the farm,
and asked him for a settlement of the
tobacco crop which had been raised
on shares.
Brown dismounted from his horse
and began abusing Pulley, so the let-
ter says, and finally drew a revolver.
Pulley produced a pistol and both
bitgan shooting.
All seven shots fired by Pulley en-
tered Brown's body, while only one
of Brown's shots took effect.
The duel occurred near Pulley's
home.
The men had been on bad terms
several months. Brown had brought
suit to evict Pulley. but the latter
gained the ease. It is also hinted
that a domestic scandal had been
brewing. Both were men of families.
Brown was fifty-five years old, and
Pulley is thirty-five. The dead man
was a brother of Thomas Brown, the
Jesup armee hotel man.
The tragedy has caused a great
sensation in North Christian.
OIL UNDS
Are DAN. Leased In Fate
view VloInty.
There were several parties from
Hopkinsville in this section last
week leasing oil Leads- There is no
doubt about oil being within the lim-
its of Fairview.-Fairview Review.
FOR 150 DAYS
Illm Porter Will Serve In
Workhouse.
Jim Porter, tried in the Trigg
county court for starving his three
shildren almost to death, was given
the limit-150 days' hard labor. His
wife, who is out on bond and failed
to show up yesterday, will be tried
Saturday for a similar offense.
ebb nipsdan Is as wiry boa or tho amaseso
Lciative Brawl:lain* Trifisfa
So ma& 11101 AIMS Oleg be awe Ss?
EXCHANGE OFFICES
Dr. Outcalt Succeeds to Dr.
Eckenrode's Practice.
Dr. Clue. E. Outealt, of Freder-
icksburg, Va., has exchanged office.
and practices with Dr. H. M. Ecken-
rode of this place. Dr. Outcalt is a
graduate of the University of Mary-
land, and • post graduate of same
college. He was also a demonstra-
tor of operative dentistry there. Dr.
Outcalt and his wife have very fine
voices and will be an acquisition to
the musical circles of the city. Dr.
Eekenrode recommends him to be •
first clan operator and thoroughly
up-to-date dentist in every respect.
Dr. Outcalt will have his office open
and ready for practice April SO.
For Sale.
A fine farm of 810 acres, with good
dwellings rooms two tenant houses
one tobacco barn good stable and all
other necessary outbuildings. This
will make a fine stock farm. It is
situated 12 miles Southwest of Hop-
kintrville, and will be sold at a low
price and on reasonable terms.
Wierses di Kaiser.
NOt10111.
The local board of health has or-
dered the practice of throwing dead
animals on the Butler road, adjoin-
ing the asylum land, stopped. Ane
one failing to regard this notice will
be subject to a fine of not leas than
1110 and not more than $100.
Done by order of the board.
Da. J. B. Jsersoe, Secretary.
dltvpit
Notice is hereby given that the ,
Christian county Union Turnpike!
Road Company has by legal action
all part of its stockholders sold all it.
property and surrendered its fran-
chise and is now closing up its busi- e_e.
nese a. a corporation. H. C. Gant.
27 4t Presiden
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W11. D. SUMMERS has the best
Whippoorwill seed peas for sale.
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Save 5 Cent forremo cigar s Presentsyour
Cremo Cigar BANDS and Old Virginia Cheroot WRAPPERS may be assolled
with -GC frcna"STAR." "HORSE. SHOE."
 "STANDARD NAVY," "SPEAR HEAD," "DRUMMOND" NATURAL LEAF, "GOOD LUC Fl," "BOOT JACK."
"PIPEK HEIDSIECK," “NOBBY SPUN ROLL." "J. T.," "OLD HONESTY," "MASTER WORKMAN," "JOLLY TAR," "SICKLE," "BRANDY WINE,"
"CROSS BOW." "OLD PEACH AND HONEY:" "RAZOR," "E. RICE, GREENVILLE," "TENNESSEE CROSSTIE," "PLANT," "NEPTUNE,"
"OLE VARGINY," and TRADE MARK STICKERS from "FIVE BROTHEIV.;" Pipe Smoking T3!)scco, in securing these presents. cc TAG being
-tqual to TWO CREMO CIGAR BANDS or TWO OLD VIRGINL CITE,ROOT WRAPPERS.
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7e,ino Cigar Bands and Old Virginia Cheroot Wrappers
AND ADDRE.83 PLAINLY on outside of parkas* containing BANDS or OUR NEW ILLUSTKATED CATALOGUE of pretreat* Per 1903 includes essay articles AN showsWRAFTEikr, and forward them by registered mall, or •zprea.2 prepaid. Bs sure to bare your I:lac/sage &Dove. It contains the meet attractive list et . tone.? offered fee bands and wrappers. sod Will be *oat•ectirely wrapped and properly marked. •so that it will not be lest in tranalt. Send bands or wrappers and by 171 b. il on recepipt of postag•- tone cents.recruests for proaeats !ales requests for catalogues) to C. Ely, Brown, 4241 If•Isom Avenue, St. Louis. ido Our offer of presents for binds and wrappers Will expire November 30, 1902.2 American Cigar Company
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LIENS A BURDEN
MRS. RICKMAN SWAL-
LOWED LAUDANUM.
Despondent Over Struggle
To Keep Wolf From
Door.
Mrs. T. H. Riekntan attempted
suicide yesterday afternoon by drink-
an ounce of laudanum, in her room
over lord's grocery. Physicians
managed by hard work save her life.
She and her husband: separated
about a year ago. They had two
children and she kept the girl while
her husband has the boy.
Mrs. Rickman is • hard working
woman, but it has been a constant
struggle for her to provide for her-
self and child. Yesterday she be-
came so despondent that she com-
mitted the rash deed. She is report-
ed out of danger this morning.
RAN 'EM AWAY
Cuthrie Cambling House
Said To Have been Closed.
News comes from (iuthrie to the
effect that the Todd County circuit
court in session at Elkton last week
stirred things up considerably at
Guthrie, says the Clarksville Times-
Journal.
Besides the fine of $600 on the
Guthrie Fair Association already re-
ported the information received by
this paper is to the effect that a fine
of $1100 was imposed on each of the
three saloons in the town. The pro-
prieters of these saloons are H. A.
Gorman, Walter Mayes and J. M.
Abshire. The fines were paid.
It is also reported that the gamb-
ling houses which are said to have
been running in Guthrie, have all
been closed and the proprietors run
out of the city.
-•••••••••••••••••••••••-
Cris! Sold.
N. L. McKee ham sold a valuable
bay mare, (Irbil, by imp. Mr. Pick-
wick, to J. E. Mathlen. ibf Lexington,
for a nice price.
JUST TWO POUNDS
Weighs Baby Born To Mr.
and Mrs. Spry.
The smallest baby ever born in
Hopkinsville was brought by the
storks one night last week to the
home of Mr. T. (4. Spry, the con-
tractor, No. 116, Second street. The
child weighed only two pounds. It
is well and healthy and perfectly
formed.
GOOD WOMAN GONE
. ....
Mrs. John W. McCaughey
Dies At Newstead.
f
From irriday's daily.
Mrs. Harriet McGaughey, aged
fifty-five years, answered death's
summons Thursday at her home in
the Newstead vicinity. Paralysis
was the cause of death. She was
the wife of John NV. McGaughey
and was a lady of many noble quali-
ties, and was held in the highest es-
teem by all who knew her. She was
a member of the Christian church
and a useful worker in her Master's
cause.
The Best Prescription for
Malaria
Chills and Fever is a bottle of
Grove's Tasteless Chill Tonic. It in
simply iron and quinine in a taste-
less form. No cure No pay. Price
MULES FOR SALE.
, 25 head of good mules for sale.
wtf LAYSII'l STADIA.
F
Some Reasons
Why You Should Insist on Saving
UREIC,* HARJESS OILRmua 
ers 
harcriesany 
ther soft.
kspecially prepared.
A heavy bodied oil.
HARNESS
An excellent preservative.
Reduces cost of your harness.
Never burns the leather; its
Efficiency is increased.
Secures best service.
Stitches kept from breaking.
OIL
Is sold in all
Localities
ceps out water.
Ilseetheterel kg
Illosadard Oseeseas.
EXPORTERS OPEN UP
BUSY TIMES IN TOBACCO
TRADE EXPECTED.
Rumors Of Large Sales
Afloat.-Lugs Are
Scarce.
There were 164 hogsheads of tobac-
co offered at public auction last
week, and the rejections amounted
to about 40 per cent. The common,
nondescript leaf and tobacco out of
order principally made up the rejec-
tions, the better grades bringing more
satisfactory prices than at any time
this season, and in fact this is the
first time the export trade has seemed
to really want tobacco. From now
on it is expected that there will be a
better demaud for all grades, and
busy times may be looked for in the
tobacco trade. Only a few hogsheads
of lugs made their appearance. They
were very common, and were taken
in at satisfactory prices- Lugs are
undoubtedly in a strong position, on
account of their scarcity, and also the
unusual amount this year being made
into strips. It is reported that the
American Snuff Co., have bought in
round lots about 800 hogsheads from
warehousemen in Clarksville, and a
rumor is afloat that about 600 hogs-
heads have been sold by one of our
local warehouses, hut it is thought
that the purchaser is other than the
American Snuff Company. If we
keep still and "saw wood" we may
see a turn made in the lug tiade that
will surprise even the most knowing
ones.
MARKET REPORT.
Receipts for week
Receipts for year
Sales for week
Sales for year
645 litids
4826
188
487
QUOTATIONS LUGS.
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Mr. Bond's Death
News has been received in the city
of the death Mr. McNeil Bond, a
prominent business man of Mem-
phis, Teen. He was married at
Hotel Latham several years ago to
Miss Cornelia Foard, a daughter of
Mr. Joseph Foard. Mr. Bond was a
member of a prominent southern
family, and a gentleman of fine busi-
ness and social qualifications.
For Sale.
I have b nice well bred young
horses for sale, one, three and four
years olds past. Will sell at a bar-
gain if sold at once.
Wm. S. Moose.
w4t ft, Y. D. No. 1, Phone 06-11
From Day To Day.
New Designs.
Representative Shaforth of Colo- The stars of the 18 original states are
to be in a circle, surrounding theredo has introduced a bill prescrib-
stars of the SO admitted states in theing the size of the field of the United
form of a star with the stars of theStates flag and the arrangement of hist two admitted states ( Wyoming
stars. The field shall be square and and Utah) temporarily one on each
one-third the total length of the flag. side of the interior star.
‘1,
• Youngest Covernor.
Gov. Beckham is no longer the
youngest governor in the union.
That distinction belongs to the newly
Inaugurated governor of the state of
Washington. William SicCrookey,
When Th
People in this country have been
edueated to go to the newspapers to
find where to go for what they need.
This is so true that no well informed
man will dente It. It follows that
the advertise who uses the newspa-
per will get the customer. This does
niforms.
regulation brass buttons, and are
much more desirable than those that
are now in use.
No definite arrangements have
been made for the encampment., but
it is known the state officials have
already determined that It is to be
the blue uniforms. These uniforms held in the eastern part of the state,
are of a light brown. color with the either at Maysville or Shelbyville.
New Call.
aged 214, who recently succeeded ex-
governor Rogers. Mr. McCroskey,
who is a native of Tennossee, is a
son of Rev. Solon McCroskey, a
Methodist clergyman. He MIS grad-
uated at Grant university at Athens.
giP
ey Look.
net mean that the newspaper is the
only means of suecesaful advertising,
but it is the universally approved
medium, although some who believe
in it may employ other methods as
well. All believe in its merit, while
all do not give pre-eminence to any
other one method.
Khaki U
The late *elision of the legislature
increased the appropriation for the
militia from 97,000 to $20,000 per an-
num, it being the intention to fur-
nish the entire state guard with new
khaki uniforms, doing away with
The Cumberland Telephone has
made a new rule by which tile lia-
bility of the operator to misunder-
stand the number asked for is obvia-
ted. When the subscriber calls, for
Instance, for "255" the operator re-
with whom he desires to talk, the
operator sweetly says "256," and
inskes the desired connection. The
exchange has been trying hard for
the past three years to educate sub-
scribers to call for numbers all the
peata the number "266." If the sub- time, but the system has made slow
scriber calls the mune of the person progress.
May Enter Race.
Cul. NV. P. Thorne, of Eminence, is being being besieged by friends nil
who is well known here, says he is over the state to make the race, and
almost persuaded to become a can- says he will announce his decision
didate for lieutenant governor He within two weeks.
Alw
Cot Your Hammer.
The latest fad, which is taking the
place of the old "Order of Buffalo."
in the cities, is called the -Hammer
Club." The emblem of the club is a
small brass hammer, which every
member is expected to carry. The
rules and regulations, which are
about ten in number, clearly set forth
the object of the "Hammen." All
knockers are eligible to membership.
Hammer, president; Sledge Ham-
mer, vice president, Claw Hammer,
secretary; Tack Hammer, treasurer.
The principal duty of all the officers
Is to knock everybody and every-
thing. The lodges are known as
"holes"---the supreme lodge as the
large hole and the subordinate lodges
as the small holes. Fellow members
are not allowed to make each other's
The officers are Worshipful Trip names public for obvious reasons.
Toads and Hawks Valuable.
A naturalist says that every time a
farmer kills a hawk lie throws a 00
bill into the fire, for, although the
bird takes an occasional chicken, it
I. C. 0
President Fish, of the Illinois
Central, says that when he entered
the employ of the company there
were but 338 stockholders of the com-
pany in the United States, and they
owned 0,451,600, or less than one-
seventh of the capital stock. In Il-
linois there were but three stock-
holders, whose combined holding
destroys at least a thousand rats,
mice and gophers every year. Prof.
Hodge, of Clark University, esti-
mates toads to be worth 05 each for
their work as dentroyere of cut worms.
wners.
3
one concern in Holland owned near-
ly 90 per cent of the stock, and more
than half of all the stock wasbeld in
Great Britain. At the present time
5,180 stockholders, owning 07,729,900
r nearly three quarters of the capi-
tal stock, are residenta of the Unit-
ed States. The average amount of
stock held by each stockholder of
were but 167 shares. At that time the company is be.. than $10,000.
41.
Woman's Face.
The vett office department has un-
der consideration the question of
placing on one of tho stamps of the
new issue the head ot some woman
in connection with the history of the
country. No particular person has
been decided upon, Although there is
no doubt that Martha Washington
will be the woman honored. This
will be the first recognition of wo-
man upon any of the government
securities issued by the department.
sly
New
The first bills of the New Nati mal
bank issue containing Mr. McKin-
ley's likeness are circulating in the
city. They are of $10 dollar denomi-
nation. The picture of the dead
Bills.
president occupies the extreme left
of the front of the bill. It is oval in
shape and includes the shoulders
and part of the arms and chest.
Beneath it is inscribed "William
McKinley."
Average Cow
According to the careuflly kept cording to this the average cow not
dairy statistics the average cow only fails to pay :her board, but is
produces only 18 pounds of butter kept at a considerable loss to her ow-
ner. Experts in the business sayin a year, whereas, in order to yield that scrub stock, with no particulara profit to her owner, she must pro- breeding, is responsible for this
due* not less than 170 pounds. A.- state of slain.
CURES
THE KIDNEYS
Kidney disease la the enemy we have most to tear
as a result of the feverish haste of modern civilisatlas.
It is a treacherous enemy working oat its deadly effect
under cover of such trilling symptoms as headache, slight
ut persistent backache, dizziness, heart-throbbing, mail
digestion, covistIpation, frequent or sinialehed passage of
arise, scalding ones, sediment in urine.
PRICKLY ASH BITTERS
Is • kidney mediae, of tke greatest merit. Its action la bealli4
and strengthening. quickly relieves aching or sorasess in the
back, checks wagtail' or decay of Use kidneys, corrects the
10•0 of urine and through its excellent cleansing and
regulating effect In the stomach. liver and bowels it
speedily restores the strength and reedy glow of
vigorous health.
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS,
PRICE, 3 1.00.
Go To GREER'S
For Roofing, Guttering,
Tinware, Stoves. Ranges. &c
The Best ROOF PAINTING
We do all kinds of Plumbirg and have the best
and most experiewed workmen employed. All work
guaranteed.
TELEPHONE, 165-4.
CANDIDATES ENGAGE
In Old Fiddlers Contest t
Morganfleld.
The old fiddlers contest held this
week at Morganfield will add some-
thing like $200 to the Confederisto
home funds. Large erowds attended
and the contest was a great sueeess.
Among the old fiddlers were the
Hon. John /3. Brasher and the Hoe.
F.. P. lor,both candidate* for eoe-
grep.s in this district. They proved
t o be prize winners.
You Know What You Are
Taking.
ou take Grove's Tastelem
Chill Tonne bevauso the fortnnla is
plainly printed on every bottle show-
ing that it is simply Iron mad QuinZdo"'
In a tasteless form. No care No
60c.
A GOOD 711110.
German Syrup is the special pee.
scription of Dr. A. Boson**, • eel".
brsted German Physician, and is ay.
knowledged to be one of the moat
furtunate discoveries in Medishisi.
It quickly cures Cough., Colds mid
all Lung troubles of the sevens' sne
ture, removing. AS it does, the saws
of the affection and leaving the
in a strong and healthy
It is not an experimental mrititlekss,
but has stood the test of years, ghriag
satisfaction in every ease, whit& he
rapidly increasing sale every seam
confirms. Two million bottles sold
annually. Bosches's German Brew
was introduced in the United SWAN
in 1868, and is now sold in eil=
thtown and village in e 
civ
world. Three doses will relieve any
ordinary cough. Price 7fsets. OM
Green a Special Almanac. R. C.
Hardwick.
Ma Ling
of Good
ee
Begins in the
growing. Anywhere
between the plantation
and the coffee pot the flavor may be changed, the
quality spoiled by carelessness, inexperience, or un-
scrupulous methods. From the time Arbuckles' Coffee
leaves the hands of the grower until it reaches the user in
a sealed packet, it is handled with the same watchful care,
the same thought for cleanliness, that you would give any
article of food that goes on your table. That's the reason
it costs the grocer a cent a pound more than its cheap
imitations. The extra cent you pay for
ARBUCKLES
Roasted Coffee
buys much more than a cent's worth of quality
strength. A pound of Arbuckles' Coffee will give
more cupfuls of better coffee than you
would get from other package coffees.
Be sure you get Arbuckle.' Roasted Coffee. Other
package coffees are but imitations of Arbuckles'.
In earn pound peeks,* of • rbuckise Roasted Coffee there Is •
list op article& Will each package In which the 1.1s1 ill bond thepnrclisior bas bought a definite part of son). article to be Waned byhim or air from the List, subject only to the eondltion that the sirguitars on th• package is to be ml out and returned to our NotionDept. Yoe should am this Lat. Address all oosaatunteatione
AltBUCKLE BROS.
Nodes Department. NEW magi CITY. N.Y.
- •
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•
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PASSIM OF A URI PREACHER
Remarkable Career of the Late Rev. Dr. T. De Witt Talmage—Ills Won't
derful Influence For (iood—How Three of His Churches Took
on "Red Wings of Fire" Interesting Anecdotes.
feborright Mg by Louis iftopaeh )T" HERE tit but one man in
America who can draw and
bold and thrill every Sab-
bath the year round an au-
dience of thousands and
wbo preaches the gospel every week to
20,000,000, but one man who thinks in
pictures and paints with a large brush
in colors that burn and glow, and the
nations gather around his pictures and
fed an uplift and a holy thrill." This
Was said by a celebrated orator ten
years ago of Thomas De Witt Talmage,
the farmer's boy, whose remarkable
career has just ended. Yet there was
nothing in his boyhood home or early
surroundings from which an augury
could be drawn of the worldwide fame
be afterward attained. On a little farm
in the New Jersey village of Bound
Brook, the youngest son of a family of
twelve children, the future pulpit on-
star flirt saw the light seventy years
aso. His parents toiled hard and lived
frugally that they might give their
children an education. The eldest broth-
er at the close of his college career
wont to China as a missionary and
won renown there. Another became a
minister, and De Witt, the youngest of
all, chose the profession of the law.
After graduating with honor from the
University of the City of New York he
spent a year in special studies. But his
parents never ceased to hope that be
might become a preacher. Their hopes
were fulfilled, and in 1853, at the age of
tweety-One, he entered the College of
Mew Brunswick to prepare for the min-
11Itr7.
As a student he was eccentric rather
then brilliant. He set the laws of pul-
pit oratory at defiance and with bold
originality spoke the thing that was in
hies in current phraseology and in his
own way. "Yon must change your
style." his teacher said to him. "Oth-
erwise no pulpit will be open to you."
But sornebow the people listened to
the daring young preacher whose doc-
trines, while familiar and orthodox,
were explained in novel and uncon-
ventional language and illustrated by
figures and events of the ordinary
daily life. .
HIS FIRST PASTORATE.
At the conclusion of his theological
mums be received an invitation from
a church at Belleville, N. J., to be-
come its pastor. He accepted it and
spent three years in that quiet town.
Es was fond of relating an incident of
that early time whirl] to the last occu-
pied a grateful place in his memory.
He was promised a stipend of $800 a
tear, which seemed to him a magnifi-
cent income. But be was fresh from
foliage with a college student's pov-
erty. Tbe Drat installment of the in-
cases was not due, and he was glad
that, whenever the loneliness of his
bachelor lodging became oppressive or
his larder bare, the hospitable Domes
ot ids people were open to him. There
was a parsonage attached to the
eburch, but it was as bare of furniture
as Ida pocketbook was of money. A
few of his parishioners suspected the
cOoditlie of his finances, and one day
they ssesested that be take a week's
eamidiss. On his return one of his
ehisdi Minims banded him the key of
the pumas& He entered and to his
aussnimmt found It carpeted and mat-
h f1 ad from basement to garret
la tie SOW was a stock of coal and
tbe pantry was filled with provisions.
Even the- kitchen stove contained a
fire ready laid. "All I bad to do in
beginning housekeeping." said Dr. Tal-
mage in toiling the incident "was to
strike a match." This was one of his
earliest gleams of "Ministers' Sun-
shine."
Belleville, however, could not retain
him long. Other churches offered a
wider sphere of labor, and at the end
of his third year be accepted a call to
a church at Syracuse. N. Y. There his
powers became more widely known.
and invitations to more prominent pul-
pits poured in upon him. In 1862 a call
came from the Second Reformed
church of Plilladelphia. giving him the
opportunity of reaching the people of a
great city. Be accepted it and his
vivid, dramatic address, his anecdotal
abuse* and his fresh and pertinent
illustrations took the people by storm.
Ni.. brilliant vocabulary and the s.u•
perb imagery that marked all his ad-
dresses were a revelation. It was pul-
pit oratory redeemed and sublimated.
This sodden popularity might have
Waled some men, but young lalmage
kept a class watch on bimaelf. It gave
him a gime of enlarged responsibility,
and be became even more careful not
only in the preparation of his sernmaa
but in his general conduct
HIS LAST CIGAR.
At the beginning of his Philadelphia
pastorate a characteristic incident oc-
tarred. Dr. Talmage at that time was
a smoker. A member of his congrega-
tion, a tobacco merchant called on bim
In his study, and, detecting tbe odor of
tobacco. be casually remarked on leav-
ing that he would like to have the
pleasure of sending the doctor some
choice cigars. Next day the preacher
found on his study table a box filled
with fragrant Havanas, and on the top
of the cigars was the card of the send-
er. inscribed. With compliments." He
took out a cigar, looked at it, turned it
aroundbetween his thumb and finger
and soliloquised, "Shall I smoke and
enjoy these and thus very likely impair
my influence with this man and his
friends and my congregation in gener-
al, or shall I put Influence and example
first?" He laid the cigar back in the
box, closed it with a snap and returned
It to the sender with this note:
My Dear 91r—I have stopped smoking—
quit today. T. D. W. T.
The sudden resolution, acted out in
the spur of the moment, was typical of
his whole life.
In 18da, seven years after his settle-
meat in Philadelphia, Dr. Talmage re-
ceived sitnultaneous calls to Chicago.
Brooklyn and San Francisco. Their
demands spurred him to still higher ef-
fort Ile chose Brooklyn. as be believed
that city seeded him most The cal!
bore only seventeen signatures, but it
was unanimous, for there were but sev-
enteen members in the church. They
had a large building, but the pews
were mostly empty, and though it
rood among a teeming population the
church WW1 exerting little influence. In
March. 1800, be preached his first ser-
mon there. The transformation that
followed seemed magical. Every serv-
ice was crowded. Within a year It was
decided to erect a new edifice capable
of seating 3,000. Dr. Taimage's first
sermon was from the text. -Compel
them to come in," but it seemed an in-
aptitude, for the people came in such
numbers that many were compelled to
stay out. 
'RED WINGS OF FIRE."
Two years afterward, on a Sunday
morning in December. 1872. Dr. Tal-
mage looked from the window of his
house and saw his beloved church "put-
ting on red wings of tire" until It swept
the heavens, a lurid mass of conflagra-
tion.
Undismayed by the destruction of
their church, the congregation soon be-
gin to build a still larger structure
is bleb would seat 6,000. Although the
completed edifice was the largest
church of its denomination in America.
It was never large enough to bold the
crowds who came to listen to the now
famous preacher. The regular bearer,
alone were nearly sufficient to fill the
building, and their number was aug-
mented by hundreds from New York.
by many from other states and even by
transatlantic visitors, who had read his
sermons printed In their home journals.
For fully fifteen years the church had
uninterrupted prosperity, which was
rudely broken on Oct 13, 1889. by the
complete destruction of the second tab-
ernacle by fire. A third tabernacle was
built still larger than its predecessors.
It was finished in 1891. and its dedica-
tion was a great public occasion. Large
delegations, drawn from every section
of the Union. came, bringing congratu-
lations.
It was a grand and beautiful temple
of worship, rich in ornamentation, vast
In seating capacity and perfect in
acoustics. "I never could sing a note
or raise a tune," Dr. Talmage would
often say. Yet the music, the strains
of the great, deep toned thirty
thousand dollar organ. mingling with
the mighty swell of voices, led by
Peter All's silver cornet, was the
finest imaginable. Three years later.
When • series of meetings were
held to celebrate the twenty-fifth an-
niversary of his pastorate in Brooklyn,
the state, the city and the clergy of the
neighborhood united in recognition of
the eminence Dr. Talmage had achiev-
ed. He was overwhelmed with verbal
congratulations and good wishes, and
telegrams, letters and cable dispatches
came from illustrious personages here
and beyond tbe seas. It was, however,
the closing scene in his long succession
of Brooklyn triumphs, for on the fol-
lowing Sunday, May 13, 1894, a fire
broke out in the church at the close of
the morning service, and the tine build-
ing in a few hours became a pile of
smoking ruins.
HIS TOUR OF THE GLOBE.
Saddened by the destruction of his
third and most beautiful tabernacle.
Dr. Talmage for a time ceased active
pastoral work and went abroad on a
tour of the globe. He preached to large
audiences in Australia, New Zealand.
India and Great Britain and on his
return published an account of his
journeyings in a volume entitled "Tbe
Earth Girdled," which was widely cir-
culated. He DOW devoted himself al-
most exclusively to his editorial duties
on The Christian Herald, to which he
had been a regular weekly contributor
since Mk becoming editor in chief In
1890. Dr. Louis likoptich, the proprie-
tor of that journal, bad been his inti-
mate friend and business associate for
many years. He had syndicated Dr.
Talmage's sermons since 1886, furnish-
ing them regularly every week to over
3.000 newspapers. It is estimated that
the total number of weekly readers
reached by the syndicate and through
otber channels was not less than 20,-
000.000. an audience far more vast than
has ever been addressed by any tithe
writer or preacber in the world, ancient
or modern.
"A MISSION OF BREAD."
During the next two years be varied
his literary wotk by frequent preach-
ing and lecture tours and an occasional
visit abroad. Ile had a big, warm
heart and generous impulses, and he
was interested in various philanthropic
movements', some of them of wide
*wow. Ella love of sucb work was fal-
tered by his experience in 181/2 when
lie visited Russia with Dr. KI0Vsen on
"a mission of bread." lira sending on
ahead the steamship Leo. laden with
50,000 sacks of flour, the gift of gener-
ous Americans to the starving Russian
peasants. While in St. Petersburg the
Americans were summoned to Peter-
hof. the imperial summer residence,
where they were presented to the Czar
Alexander. the empress, Czarowits
Nicholas, the present emperor, and oth-
er royalties. 'chat the stalwart Ameri-
can preacher made an Impression was
evident from the fact that the emperor
sent to the visitor') IntritlooMe gifts of
gold and silver. The enthusiastic mu-
nicipalities of St Petersburg and Mos-
cow gave them public fetes, and in the
former city the astonished divine was
mirried on the shoulders of a cheering
Russian crowd in front of the dolinia.
or town hall. Dr. Talmage often refer-
red with kindling eye to this Russian
welcome, and he spoke many a kindly
word for the young czar. In later
yeare, with voice and pen. he greatly
helped the cause of Armenian. Cuban
and Porto Rican relief. In the great In-
dia famine and a few years; ago in Chi-
nese relief. Altogether, with his splen-
did talent for reaching the popular
heart. $2.000,000 was raised In these
various worldwide charities. He was a •
member and active worker in a num-
ber of charitable organizations, but in
thew. as in all otbers of the same char-
acter. be invariably kept in the back-
ground. Ile Is one of the incorporators
of the Bowery mission of New York,
the pioneer of American rescue mis-
sions.
HIS WORK IN WASHINGTON.
In 1.896 Dr. Ta.mage accepted for a
time a pastoral call from the First
Presbyterian church in Washington.
which is known as "the church of the
presidents." many incumbents of the
White House having worshiped there
in former years. Among his parishion-
ers were President Cleveland, many
cabinet members and other high offi-
cials. He was the most popular minis-
ter at the national capital, and his
church was crowded to the doors. But
urgent calls from other quarters were
multiplying, and be finally decided,
though not witbout reluctance, to give
up local pastoral work and devote him-
self exclusively to answering these de-
mends. He retired from active connec-
tion with the Washington church in
1900 and thereafter gave himself up
whiny to editorial work and preaching
and lecturiho
The poisPing years served to increase
his Nine, and the announcement of his
preaching was always sufficient to at-
tract a vast audience. His personal
mail was probably the largest of any
man in America outside of public office.
There were thousands who wrote to
him. asking advice in spiritual things
and laying their hearts bare to one
whom they regarded as bearing a dl-
vine mission and "speaking with au-
thority."
Dr. Talmage's bottle at 1400 Massa-
chusetts avenue, Washington, was a
handaotne four story building, modern
in style. Here in the center of national
Influence and culture the great preach-
er dispensed his hospitality to guests
who visited him from all parts of the
world. Ills study was an ideal snug-
gery, lined with well tilled booksbelves
and big, inviting, leather covered chairs
and settees. Books and periodicals were
every-where. Near by was& famous col-
lection of relics from eastern lands,
trophies of many journeys—rocks from
r.nal, pebbles from the brook Mai)
(whence David took the stones with
which be slew Goliath). relics from the
Acropolis, from the Parthenon, from
Mars hill (where Paul preached to the
Athenians), from Sinai. Jerusalem. on.
vet and even Calvary.
GREAT SERMONS AT SEVENTY.
Few men in literary life retained their
intellectual vigor so long. Even those
wbo knew him best could detect no
diminution in the force of his elo-
quence and no dimming of the luster
of his splendid periods though he had
turned seventy. His last sermons were,
every whit as brilliant as those he com-
posed when In his prime. His eye was
as clear, his voice as flexible and reso-
nant and his step as elastic as though
be were not nearing that border land
"where burdens are laid down." Those
last few golden years were in some re-
spects the happiest of his life. Though
they were busy years. they still left
him some leisure. In the summer.
which he usually passed at his beauti-
ful country home at Easthnuipton. N.
Y., he did an immense amount of liter-
ary work. He was a most agreeable
host and could recall with photograph-
ic fidelity scenes acd events long pass-
ed, delighting his guests with such
reminiscences. He was the personal
friend of many leading Americana of
the preceding half century. and his rec-
ollections of presidents, statesmen, au-
thors and other eminent people were
full of interest. Few men possessed
the ability to tell a story so entertain-
ingly. He had the keenest sense of hu-
mor and frequently set his audience in
a roar by his droll wit and comic mim-
icry. But It was always good humored.
and his wit, like a buttoned foil, bad a
point that hurt nobody. A master of;
Invective, be was kindly at heart and
never quarrelsome. Once when he was
asked why he allowed attacks upon
him to pass unheeded he answered
with a characteristic story.
THE FATE OF THE FLY.
-When I was preitehing my first ser-
mon, on a hot mummer Sunday, I had
.just given out the text and had hardly
opened my mouth for the first sen-
tence of tri- tbscourse when In popped
a fly. I could hear him bopping around
in my mouth and buzzing like all pos-
sessed. A cold sweat broke out all
over me. I felt him back In my throat
I glared at the audience. They were
looking at me expectantly. I felt that
the crisis of my life had arrived and
that I must sct at once. Through my
hot brain flashed the thought. 'Shall 1
gag sod spit out the intruder and make
a spectacle of myself before these peo-
ple who are waiting for the sermon
and thus 'very likely upon the effect of
It and rain my reputation at the out-
, set of my career or shall I take the fel-
; low down and wrest victory from the
enemy? My mind was made up on the
instant I gulped. Down went Mr.
Fly, to be converted into flesh and
bone and muscle, and I plunged into
my sermon and went through it with
such see and earnestness that the rows
of people who met we at the door to
shake bands declared it was the best
sermon they had ever listened to. And
I've been swallowing tiles ever since."
he added, with a droll twinkle of the
eye. "Whenever ODO attacks in the
paper or elsewhere. I simply say to my-
self: 'Here's another fly. I'll take him
down.' And down be goes. I find It the
best way to avoid quarrels and to over-
come trifling obstacles wh`cb noulu
only be magnified by opposition."
"INSPIRED FROM LID 10 LID."
Dr. Talmage's doctrine was of the
old fashioned orthodox type, but it fell
with new attractions from his eloquent
lips. He believed in a Bible "inspired
from lid to lid." and many times during
his career he came to the front as a de-
fender of the integrity of the book of
books. Ile repudiated the -higher criti-
cism" as a menace to the old religion
and denounced as loapioua the doubts
concerning miracles and inspiration.
His famous attack on Ingersoll created
something of a sensation twenty years
ago. He eenred tbe brilliant agnostic
in a series of sermons full of vigorous
philippics. Often he chose as a target
for his oratorical batteries the foibles
and besetting sins of society, and he
sever spared his ammunition. He poor-
ed out broadsides on Wall street, the
saloons, gamblers, low politicians and
all nolo came within the range of his
criticism. His forceful denunciation of
popular vices was equaled only by his
ability to move his audience to tears of
sympathy when he chose to appeal to
the emotions. No preacher In a century
could describe in such moving lan-
guage the charms of home, the moth-
er's love for a wayward child, the de-
lights of rural life or the simple faith
of the believer in Christ and heaven.
He was unquestionably within a cer-
tain wide range the most vivid and pit-
tures,que speaker the American pulpit
has ever known, and his sermons and
writings alike were Turueresque in lit-
erary color and expression. His religion
was the old satisfying "corn and wine"
of the gospel, which the multitudes ap-
preelated. He was 'lways in his best
vein when facing a miscellaneous as-
semblage in the great cities. He has
frequently spoken before 10,000 per
sons, and his great audiences at the
Academy of Music, New York; in the
Chicago Auditorium and in London,
Liverpool and Glasgow have rarely
been equaled in point of numbers. He
delighted, too, in an audience of farm-
ers. Such 'gatherings never failed to
comprehend his homely doctrines.
He used to say that he had long since
"lived down" the frills and nonessen-
tials of religion. "At twenty." he would
explain. "I believed several hundred
things; at fifty I believed about a score,
but now, with clearer vision, as I grow
older and come nearer the close of the
Journey, I hold only to three things as
vital—that God our Father loves us far
better than we know. that Jesus Christ
his Son, Is our Redeemer and Saviour
and that I am a sinner, enriched by his
grace, though all unworthy."
FOND OF RELIGIOUS LITERATURE.
All his life he was inordinately fond
of religious literature. Even in child-
hood be would read Scott's Commenta-
ries, a bulky volume, when be was too
small to sit upon a chair and had to
use a stool instead. If be could have
mastered even a single foreign lan-
guage. he would probably have become
a missionary like his brothers, but be
had no knack of acquit-lug strange
tongues, so he stuck to the plain An-
glo-Saxon and to such purpose that his
sturdy utterances have been translated
into nearly a score of foreign lan-
guages. When be visited Athens in
1890, he was presented to Queen Olga.
who told him that she "had the plea.
tire of reading his sermons in her
dye Greek in her own capital in the
columns of a weekly publication."
Through such means be doubtless
reached much vaster audiences In for-
eign lands than any missionary could
ever hope to reach. When he was mak-
ing his round the world trip, be found
his sermons read in so many places
that he afterward used to say jocular
ly. "I felt on that trip as though I was
making a round of pastoral calls "
Speaking of the secret of biu own
powers, Dr. Tattnage once said. "I
take the subjects that are interesting
people all around me every ties/ and
particularly at the moment. I jot down
my notes ID a little bok and always
try to get down the precise polut I
wish to make. Then I take all availa-
ble sources of information on that
point sod sift them thoroughly, avoid-
ing beaten tracks. I suppose I have
preached more sermons than any one
living on texts that are overlooked by
other preachers. I revise my work and
boll it down, making it as pungent and
epigrammatic as possible, and then dic-
tate it to get the oratorical effect I've
found my subjects in odd, out of the
way places, In a locomotive train, on a
hotel piazza, in a patent office report, in
a rainstorm. I never had more than
three lessons in elocution, but I recall
an early experience that belped me.
When a young man. I belonged to a de-
bating club. It was a rule of the club
to devote one evening a month to ex-
temporaneous addresses on a topic not
to be announced, even to the speaker,
until the moment of delivery. None of
us knew what we might have to talk
about but we were expected to get
up and say something anyway without
hesitating about it. One night it came
my turn, and when the president an-
nounced. 'Mr. Talmage will now ad-
dress us on the influence of tbs moon
uponvegetation,' I felt as though I
had been struck with a bewail bat.
But 1 rose. pulled up my collar and
made a speech. I don't remember
whet I said, but It was as full of seri-
ous, tine spun resounding phrases as
though I had been, scientific professor
fresh from the study of the "abject,
and it passed muster. After that ex-
perience," he added, laughing, "1 felt
quite equal to speaking offhand on
anything."
"TALMAGISMS."
As an editorial writer Dr. Taknage
was versatile and prolific, and his
weekly contributions on an Immense
variety of topics would fill many vol-
umes. Lila writing was as entertaining
and pungent as his preaching and
full of briiilant eccentricities- Tal-
magianis," as they were called. H.
coined new words and invented new
phrases. It' the topic was to his Skim
the pen raced to keep time with the
thought. It was the same with his ser-
mons. Once conceived in the Way
brain, the committing to paper was
swift and exciting. Still, with all this
haste, nothing could exceed the scru-
pulous care he took with his finished
manuscript He once wired from Cin-
cinnati to his publisher in New York
Instructions to change a comma in his
current sermon to a semicolon. He had
detected the error while reading proof
on the
phenomenal memory was never
at a logs. He had spoken or written on
thousands of topics, and he remember-
ed almost everything he had ever
preached- In preparing his .twenty
volume series of sermons be used only
500. or less than ball the total number
he had preached. In addition to at
least a thousand sermons of 4,000
; words each, each sermon different
' from the other, this vast pulpit reper-
tory aggregating probably 4.000.000
words, be was the author of a number
of lectures, the most popular being
"The New Life of the Nation." "Grum-
blers," "Our New Home," "Big Blun-
ders" and "The Bright Side of Things."
1 Originality in all things was perhaps
the most pronounced trait of Dr. Tat.-
range's character. In his Literary work
be scorned to borrow, though his own
unique phrases and ideas were the
prey of many petty plagiarists. Al-
though his fame will rest chiefly upon
his sermonic writings, his treatment of
lighter topics was brilliant and clever.
But his finest work was not among the
shallows. His pen could go deeply into
the secrets of the heart and soul, and
such was his rare gift that with a sin-
gle sentence he could move a multitude.
Some of his volumes written in the
early part of his career show rare vi-
vacity and wit and give a clew to his
wonderful success as an entertaining
lecturer in matures. years. Among the
periodicals to which he contributed at
various times were the New York
Weekly, Hearth and Home, The Inde-
pendent and The Christian at Work_
About thirty volumes of his sermons
have been published, twenty volumes
appearing in a single series in 1903.
His other works betides those already
mentioned include "Crumbs Swept Up."
"Around the Tea Table," "Sparks From
My Anvil, "A Thousand Gems," "From
Manger to Throne," "Sports That Kill,"
"The Wedding Bing," "Night Sides of
City Life," "The Poetry of Life," "Old
Well, Dug Out." 'Abominations of
Modern Society" and "The Earth Gir-
dled." For many years his revenues
from his editorial and other literary
work, his book royalties and his lec-
tures netted him the princely income of
$20.000 a year. these figures by no
means representing the maximum.
PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS.
In person Dr. Talmage was above
the medium Welt and well propor-
tioned. His bead was of average size.
with marked evidence of intellectual
power. His eyes were light and his
complexion fresh and indicative of ro-
bust health. Ills face shoots with amia-
bility and cheerfulness. His conversa-
tion was animated, his manner gentle
and cordial in the extreme. Self reli-
ance, calmness and judgment were ap-
parent, and his bearing indicated dig-
nity and self possession, yet he was no-
n-tee ostentatious or affected, and his
hearty manner and genial flow of con-
versation placed even a stran;„-er on
agreeable terms with him at once. Be
was a most fascinating conversational-
ist His language was marked by noble
sentiment poetry and humor, and be
talked with a fine originality, never be-
ing afraid to show his feelings. When
in the glee and enthusiasm of the mo-
ment at a church festival be exclaimed
that he felt "like a morning star," it
was not that his taste induced him to
take his illustration from negro min-
strelsy; but acting on the impulse of
the moment he seized upon a popular
saying to express his own feelings.
Men of stiff propriety and starched dig-
nity would not have done such a thing.
With him it was the impulsive expres-
sion of a free, cheerful heart bubbling
over with the love of humor and the
"milk of human kindness." Whether it
was due to eccentricity or to an unusu-
al store of rich, exuberant animal spir-
its, be was certainly more real and
true to genuine Outman nature in social
life than most of his minbtterial con-
temporaries.
Dr. Talmage was three times mar.
tied. His first wife was Miss Mary
Avery of Brooklyn. A son, Thomas
(who died in his nineteenth year), and
a daughter, Jessie, were the fruits of
this union. A great sorrow shadowed
his life when Mrs. Talmage /as acci-
dentally drowned in the Schuylkill riv-
er near Philadelphia in 1862. His sec-
ond marriage was with Miss Susie
Whittemore, and five children were
born to them, the eldest. Frank, being
now a Presbyterian minister in Chica-
go. Again bereaved by death of bis
matrimonial companion. be married. in
1890, Mrs. Collier of Allegheny, wbe
survives him.
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areand bean een his thumb and anger
Woryright. 1902. by tow- iran, and soh:eon:zed. "Siiail 1 stooke anal .
11E1 18 but one rnan tU aa aav t. e• and thee very likely impair •• •a l • - s, 
1, 1,44
.taterica who doitv and with th,a thatl and his •• .•:- . / • .. too
!avid and thrill PV.Ty a:al my euogregation iii gener- ,..• t-; 
la; q•-•••
,
eat,. kat.. year round an au- ao, • s.,ii I ;lit inauenee and exatupie 
"a aa, ,.t
dienee tbl'aa Till tirst .1 ti... cigar back
 in the .1....ei 
who [reaches the go-pal every It'eek to
20,004).04.0). but 011r 11.:111 who 1:::1::.••
pictures and paints with a laroo brush
In colors that burn and ;Jot:, atel
nationstcather around h 1,-..'11,reS tail
feel an uplift ,and a holy tt.r:A."
was said by a celebrat, .1 orator let. ,
Years ago of Thom:IA ITO NV.1t 
g.•
the farmer's Lose whese remarkable
career has j,iSt ended. Y. t there WItP
nothing in his tato hood home air torly
surroundings from wlech airoory.
could be drawn of the worlde Id.' eime
he afterward hoe :nisi. On a little farm
in the New dereey Ate of It :m11,1
Brook. the yoUngest s •!.. • a fa miiy if
twelve children. the fett :.• pa it 'oral-
s tor first saw Cic, s• t year.
ago. His parepts t.. I'd I. Thl veil
frugally that. they ,. ;r
children an education '
er at the close of 1 •• • eee ate
went to China RA a 1:: -- atoi
won renown 'there. Anti' r bea•ame a
minister. and•De Witt. th•• 3•01n•••-t of
all, chose the profession of the law
After graduating with hoten from the
University of the City of Na w York he
spent a year in epecia I sonti.es. lint his
parents never ceased to hope that he
might become a ereacher. 'their hopes
were fulfilled, and In I. at the age of
twenty-one, be entered the. College of
Xar Bruuswick to prepare for the min-
hos, .• .; oath a snap ,ad returned
Ii. to the -.oder o it thas awe.
my r sir- tato .to i poi saplkIna-
q to•:•tr. T. U. W. T.
The amblen resolution. acted out in
the spur of the moment. was typical of
his whoit. life.
In Isott. seven years after his settle-
ment in Dr. Taltimee re-
eel\ asl sailuaianeous calla to (114-ago.
I:rasa:13n :old San Fratielsco. Their
demands spurred hint to still higher if- sent to ...to
rs handsome gifts 01
fort. Ile eliose Brooklyn. as he lieliet eal .a.,.1 
..• r I :.c t•tithusiastic tint-
that eity 1,••••,led Mtn most. The ca.. 
St. l'eti•rstairg M.,s.
Arita. tinly seventeen signatures. but it cow a pulilie fetes.
 and In the
was 1111311111101:S. fur there were but sev• forno•r ••it the :1
.41,nd...114d tlt% .110 was
chtet•tt members in the church. Tiny, orriol tle. should
ers of a cheering
had a :arta. building. but the pews Ilussiaa an/Rd in front
 of the dohnia,
were most'y empt%. and though it o^ ...awn
 hal Dr. Tulin:age afteri fer
vinot,g a teeming populntion the r. 'I 1N !I:1 hooliitio eye to thas Pot-is:o
n
eirirch was tisertleoa !foie inffuenee. In eel, ta•P'.!..t InallY a ainill3"
Marel, Ia(19. prsaele..1 his first aer- w e.1 • '..a y•eitae a'?.:! r. In
 r
Mon taere. The transformation that tea.: :O
a voice end pen. he greativ
foil..55 el seemed tongioni. Every servo • ' • ', • .1 tie. . !use or 
r. al!). Coliata
fee was rowded. Within a year it was .1 
..;,. eiean r, ..ef. II a. er. i.t 17,
de,ifleil to erect a new editice capable d ! 
and a few yoarA :Igo Chi.
of seating 3.1'00. Dr. Taltnaze's first m.o. rebef. Altog
ether, with his spien
sermon was front the text. "romie.1 di.I I: Pint to
r re:telling the ; lavoat
them to emne In," but it seented an In heart. 
S'2.015oesati was rased In these
aptitude. for the people came in much tariotts 
chat :1...1.. fie was a
ntimbers that matly were compelled ta raember ti
ce worker in a non.
ber of ..hara'a...le ••r..tardzations. hut Inty Oad1.
ratriv. ft. :r ethers of the sat PIP 4.12ar-
"RED WINGS OF FIRE."
Two years afterward. on a Sunday
'reaming In December, 1S72. Dr. Tal-
Wiry. 
triage looked from the window of hi.
As student he wes eteeutric rather
house and saw his beloved church "put•
a tug on red wings of tire" until it swept
than brilliant. Ile set the laws of pul- the heavens, a lurid mass of couttagra-
pit oratory at defiance and with bold
originality spoke the thiag that was In ti°"'Undismayed by the destruction of
Wm In current filiraseoioey and ia ale
own way. • "You meet change your 
their cherch. the congregation soon be-
stale." bis tencher teed to him. "0th- 
gan to build a still larger structure
lech would seat 5.000. Although the
erwise no 11.{:lat will be open to you." cempleted edifice was the largest
But somehotv the aeolee 1:stened to church of its denomination in America.
the daring vtiung taroe•her whoa,. doe- it was never large enough to hold the
trines, while familiar and orthodc:x, t•rowds ho came to listen to the now
were explaiLed Love: aod uiteuti- famous preacher. The regular bearer'
ventiOnal lauguaae and illustrated by abate were nearly sufficient to till the
figures and e‘ents of the ordiaary
daily life 
build:lig. tint] their number was aug•
nwrited I.y hundreds from New York.
HIS FIRST PASTORATE. by many from other states and even by
At the conclusion of his theological transatlantic visitor'. who had re
ad his
course he received an 1145a:oat:, froln sermons printed in their Lome journals.
a church at Belleville, N. J.. to be- For fully fifteen years the church 
had
come its pastor. lie netepted it and uninterrupted prosperity, whi
ch was
spent three years in quiet towai, rudely hreken on Oct. 23. lsau, by
 the
He was fond of relating an ire:ale-at of eon:pit-to destruction of the second 
tab.
that early tittle wheel to the last oeeu- ernaeie by fire. A third taberna
cle was
pled a grateful pasee in lea memory. Ielet still larger than Its predecess
ors.
He was protnised a stipend of $SVO a It was finielied in 1S91. and its dedica•
year, which seemed to Len U inaeniti- Ceti was a great public occasion
. Large
cent Income: But he was fresh from &legations, drawn from every sec
tion
college. with a culleee student's pev• a of the Union. came, bringing cougratn-
Illy. The first instellcuent of the In. tutee's.
come was tiet due, alel he was glad ' it was a grand anal beautiful temple
that, whenever the lonelinesa of his „f worship, reel in oruainentation. vast
bachelor lodging bee:tree oppressive or ; in seatitig eapat ity and perfect
 in
his larder tiare, the hosiatable Loewe . aectisties i never could sing a 
note
of his people were open to him. There • or ra:s,• a eine." tar. Triltuage 
would
was a parsonege attached to the : ,,ya„e oly 1,4 
o,a. eatioe, the strains
church, but it wag rot bare of furniture • a • a. ;:;„,a a 
t, thirty
as WI poet:sabot-1i was of money. A oe.a.,:i•el a.; oigae. 
with
few of his itarishionera suspected the !h.. s a of 1%..11.-/..S. 
14.11 to
condition of his 1T:111.11CPS, and one day ; !or Ail.: sate! cornet, 
Will the
they suggested that he take a Week'S alaionable Three year
s
vacation. On hie return one of his o tira '4 sera.s of t
neetiugs were
church ottic'ers harnieal ben the key of u. i . ae....rate the twetity•fi
fth au•
the parsonage. lie entered and to Ilia o v aat 1,;s icasterate in 
Brooklyn.
amazement 'found It carpeted rind coo- ea. tli v itv end the clergy 
of the
ly furnished from basement to garret. o boot 1,1,.:ed iti riecog
nition of
In the cellar was a 1.,ik of ("al I, and •...a.. I Tainiata. had 
achlev
the pantry ,-was tilltel web ereeoiaans.
Even the. kitcheu steve a
tir& ready laid. "All I had to do In
beginning tiousiekeetting," wild Dr. I.
wage la tailing locideut. ,-
strike a match." The+ was tale er
earliest glieues of aMdeoere
shine."
Belleville, howe‘er. a.. aid !. • ta 'a
him long. 'tither • Liarc'..‘e r• :a
wider ephcre of laboo and to 1:;1, pla t
of his third year he atred at a...11 i a
• church iii Syracoo., s. 1 ha;, h
powers legYame wore \a id. 1.••••,A-
and invitneens to more promai...t pea-
pits poured in uotei him. In 1 'r2 a -a'
Male from the Set:final
church of ll'hiladelphis,
opportunity of rile:hire: :le. eto ot
great city, lie :weep'. ,1 Is
Ovid, druliatic address. t...
'affluence anal 11:8
Illustrations tee% the p•••.p',.
His brilliant so-pie:Lei ao a; .;,.. •
;
perb imagery ti.et re.eaed al lea ed
drsitses were a
pit oratory redeee,--.1 at' 'I
This sudden pelmet aty Itaikr
spoiled some men. bat 1 .
kept a close watch "ii leuie a' It oce•
him a genie of etiia.rged ..;atalal,t 'a
and be beratee eseri 1: net
only In the preparatiou of les '"u is
bat in- his general 4:14441114.t.
HIS LAST CIGAR.
At the be:Orin:re; of I. s lphia
pastorate a enariletpr.t.,• .„..
curred. Dr. TnIeeeee ie tare !„.•
a smoker. A ma•iiit..r of eeneree,,
eon. IL IOU:it'(l) 11:.1•C!ILANT'. him
in his study. and. &lea-- , a.- olor tat
tobacco. he data U:, r• . -.a.
log; that .he am; • a. the
pleasure of seed g toe .. aoct
choice rigara. Ne‘a da a a • •
found on 1".. study tet•:- box t.
with fragrant 1115arets. ,,:a I.,••
of the eitairs was the a.roo ,,f 1, wiel•
er, Inscritied, "With comphreeills." Ile
took out a cigar, looked at it, tertiod it
a II. rwlieluaal with verbal
4:0041 seishee stet
. tand cable dispatch...
..stroola flursonagesi here
seas. It Was. however.
a ...e in Lis long suceession
for on the tub
•. ..Ing1. May 13, latil„ a fire
biotic a;; :a- t a... church at the close of
t morn.: a —mice, and the tine build.
oar. ts a I. boars liecame a pile of
stooLing reetie.
HIS TOUR OF THE GLOBE.
s.1.1,14.,14,11 this deatreetien of his
third and most beautiful tabernao
Dr. Talmage for a time ceased active
pastoral work and went abroad on a
tour of the globe. Ile preached to large
audienees in Australia, New Zealand.
India and Great Britain and tan his
return puhlished an account of his
journey:mot In a volume entitled "The
Earth tiirdied." which Was widely cle
eulated, lie now devoted himself al-
most exclusively to his editorial duties
tin The Christian Herald, to which lie
had a regular weeLif cootributor
:owe 1ia7s, becoming editor in chief In
l'est. Dr. I.ouis Klopsch, the proprie-
tor of that Journal, bad been his inti-
mate frietel and bust:less associate fur
many years. He had byudietited
I allto;,e's Rertnons sdiee ts'5:J, furnish. 
nagthem regularly every week to over
:Lotto IirWs.V41,4f:S. It is Cstimated that
the total outuber of weekly readers
reached by the tandicate and through
mho r chi tmeas was not less thau 'eta.
1011.1....01. ti :1,2,114-Awe tar more vast thin
has"'air le•en atidresaed by tiny othe
writer or on-wilier in tb i. world. auclent
or eloderte
-A MISSION OF BREAD."
reire ta.• teat twe years he vaned
t. • • e at, l.y frequent preach-
oi e . • ere ....ors anal an OCC118,441^I
Ilt• lanai a leg. warm
heart e-eareue impiikes. and hs
was intereared ri various philanthropic
_
f.fr
,c1.4; j., Cr•
1..,•••.:in,s V, 111 St. Petersburg the
.5inea.. alas wa re summoned tat Peter•
hot. a 11.• emote...al summer resaleta....,
xi here !hey To presented to the Czar
‘',..t:1 ,1,1,•'. Tito 01:11,1-4,..., '.,..1 1.,,%%;t2
Oa, presoot emperor. and oth
er s. stalwart Anieri-
•• Moto I1:1 111.111'rasit,11 Wati
it t ...at !kit the eroperer
Vorogo
'o• •
t ars .4.1a4rd to hurt-use
t - la. • i fl.e annottn. einem oft Lit
os. a '5 I PU12 10 at
tea n a • -t arida ;ice II.s pa rasoial
t;„; , ; the !aro. el of any
t. • • ;, . a ow s o• of tomtie utti. e
• r rids aaa 5t rote to
t, :1st-1.g .. iti spaitual tiongi
and ,a a. hearis bare to vat
'at ....en they reioataled as 141.1.11'111.4 a til-
t 'a'. ill, au-
t.". ei
1.1 al . -.• te I,: 1 i."h
aa . itaa a
II: • • •• t 11. rri
ii •-• • 1:1 ,l.•• 1..1 I a•t• flat
1' a." , I. 0. a '- at PI. a.
it -; • : .1 11 Is 144r,,, trIals io g
w h.. • fr 'In all parts
uor'd. P, - .4fatly oas an Ida al saa a
gery ah well ti.ieti booissb. o
anti Liz in • , leritio r cot:at-1 :s
inal -''''a-'-eed pereadieele %%1
et ery here Nr..11" by o as at famous...
lecoon of relies from ea.-tern landa,
tiroptaoat waoy )teirnes - rocks fr ,,,,,
; ebb's s fia•ni the hrooli 1.7.ah
a' 1,1 %%• a. .t !la 1$ 'La.
1`. ',a, a ;• -'a.
Mars hill owloao ie. tin
Attie-Ma:I.., fro!!i
vet and 4.Vt.11
GREAT SERMONS AT SEVENTY.
Few mon-in literary If,.' retaailai • ..• a.
loteilectual vioor lag. Eten ttease
who knew him tarot could do-act I. a
diminution In the force of loa eai-
quence atad uo dieaming of the eat.r
Of his solendial periods though he ...
turned se5.eilty. Ilia last seriao..s
eva•ry whit as ler:lino-it as those Le co: ,
posed Ea iiin las o• ....a..
aa c'ear. Ms voice : • \ • and los .-
toiut and les step Ls • - 'is t' •. tea.
he vvere bet neariug 1.. t r
•ot love buidetas are laid 1 'at ii " I ....se
lat fa.tv golden year.; tole t , ••• ro-
speeli the 1,31.1,:czt a. fa.
they oeri- 1'.. y
141tu non le IN . a.
W11.,•11 /1,• 11511..!,) pa...A at aa,•:.'1'
ful country home at Easthaaa.ton. N.
Y., he del an troneti:e amount of liter-
ary worao Ile Was a meet re:Tee:11de
hest and 'vele at..grat'!:-
s• • ho's and 6•1441its
441, 11,•Iii.11.C.11-f W.t1.1 1.11,11
NV;V.4 11:t•
triT'1111, AliIrr,'.1114 .11
1,r001.4.:1111.: atid ill rro
0114.01,t11.; ,it'
tlit,l'S /Ind .,:at. r e'n,i,••Tat 1•••• ; a:ker..
fL,1 I-t•ra -E. F.- V IHT•II 1.144,,••••••••,i
tile atIll]aty t..I te.I a .4 ). ewer-Z.tin
Ingly. lie mid tte• sees, .f Ia
hoe. a11,1 Ile,1111•111 •*.t a. a .at: !a ••••
MINN 
1 miaowed. 'Mr. Talmage will now id
mo ll. dr0'.4. 11:- on the influenee of the mow.
el ont tar, a lot!, s . o Wall street,
;.:;.,,„,,,,r,.. 1,,N.: 1,,,!;,,,,.i:11,  Ii:,,1 1 III.,71 ',, actatein; I felt na though 1
erit1e;sin la
ail 5.lio eh toe a az Ho •• To.... of leo!, ii-"'” 'a 
'-'rink
 NI "11 a l'asi.' :1 bat
i eee..I up my c•allar and
tgsell'ontzlit'l'Igf'Ider'ill t'tilit.iiY:esc:::.1L.12LI:i Nri.ol'hills.:1):;OP''in-t.!le.IL;t11:;u.:Irier''... :.:1.'n't.'aa''.:.;i7•(''..:::'.;.::."'lataa.:".14111 1 IIIII!.:;;I:':'...1:t .'71.•:.'as:''''llia;::111'' .
poomar t • • - o as ...paa . al , -, •- I 
... ijo.; _i• .. •.,.....1 1 thrall remember• I LI .... - ' 1
:,;1;u:7:14t.ill.srll,f1I,:u1lAtglint aj.c'r11.;trano
study of the subject
sesate6t es°airs
abi;:ty to ot,,,,, L., wi,,.. ; ‘e ,,, ,, ,,,, ,.1,1 ..t '. at I a a"..i. oet it l',...19 as full of seri
er's hoe tar a %Va. ywarl ',aid. the do j i''''' ''''''..• lie ad
ded. laughing. "1 felt
lights of 111".ft1 1,fat iir the s,Ittp1.•
of the believer le re 
1.411.:, 1
erIst anal Ii-flt ill
Ile was unqucsalooahly within rer
lain wide ratige the most vivid and pit-
turesiVe ape:leer the
11/19 OtOr kitowu., 111.1,1 Ii ,-.111:017.- LI.'
vs-retell:a alike were Oefrio a epie ..1
*Tary odor and TAP! oTI 11.S
;jai f17,0„: • .•.•1- 1, :,7••I
of *which the tun"
prea•iateti lie . tos
wheal I moo; .as
ereat ea 's. t1'
!.% tff.roff• iff,f4f,f r-
,•,.., a: I hf,. roria•ta es at
•
.••:, • " ::;:t1 C,Itts..tow ha rata•-ly
been ...,a.i.•••1 in point of nuitioera.
deeeleed, toe. In iin nutOtala of far:.•
ers S'a-h v••r to
••.•intor• I..s 'ha' tncly ths0r:ncs
tu say that he lied len: retire
"loot desaii" the fells anal !i.,11,•SS.•0
t1.1:s ".‘t " m.ould
expiat:::. "I lealleved several lomaire.
th:a.e.e, at t I believed ebout a seore
hot now. a. ail ciearer voiiaatt. as I grow
elder and,. •ae nearer the close of the
jeurney. I only to three tieries as
a ',or l's- I s Orel', : al ., 
sea! -the ,. -I a -r Farther levee us fa
r a - - ra , , - .. 0 .-• I , t reore Chi ist
anal ho 'a'.':: :It' a a. .,, .. 1 I.,: 
- I: a : • • '.1 Sa5,..,1
point Oa it hot t a . a. t 5 1: a- 
a -,nner. a • ....t1 by his
ince, toe. 1 e 5, is 1, •'•' • a, la • 
gr 0, a.. •• _.' ail unworee
'lever near elear,e, 1 i'. .• V 10 a '••• ' `  FOND OF RELIGIOUS LITERATURE
uslatai WI h. a "" .111 11'.‘ life he was innelin•itely tuna
b'a'' '" !I• 
'.'!1 Li W".."! of rellatous literature. Evan in child
milli at al.• a aer -• . ea r.. hood he wou1.1 read S'eott'; t'erementa
"I-it rATE or Ttir: Fee. . rues. a balky solutne, when he WAS (00
' " • 
' steal! to P'.1 chair end heal to
• si'•':•It• I 11111 • nae a stool. instead. If he coial hare
y • moo.; ed et en a sinr....ie fort ign Ian
s... - gorooe tt •!;.1 c.o.d.:110y lot t• tea-ionw
a ha e tenth.-re. but he
•
. • • ' —.1: • ' I ,.
REV DR. T. DE NVI:T T:C.-11AGZ AT HIS DESK
acter. intonably kept in the back-
t....ronna: ••• tale of the Incorporators
of the Pea. a y tinssiot. of New 1,10,,
the tome.- of Amerman rescue ni;s-
loons.
HIS WORK IN WASHINGTON.
In lee:, lir. TA magi. :A...reed fur it
time a paatorul call feel, the Firat
Presbytereiii (hutch In Washington.
wheel re known as "the church of the
presidents,"Ia a:,.' eiounibents of the
White Boas. hating worahiped there
In former yeara. Among his parlahion-
tars wet'' President Cho elaud. many
ealcnet inetaibera arid other high taii•
ciao. the most 11..rifirar MILLS-
ter at the natiorial repeal, and his
chureh nos Cr, a 4..0,1 10 the (l,tors,
tirizet:t en ;at fr..in '.1 liar •itinrtera were
muitaplying. a nai be tinnily decided,
thom,ti not eotliout te:uctanee, to give
up lecei oorai era and devote hirn•
gulf eso,aso.ely to answering these ("e-
mends II, rebirt ii tram act! e connec-
don a anal t'.• cht.rth in
al f ,ta )4:4%, 11.111,4.'1 up
re. ant pr.-m.111[1g
••• . ..-: •••14..D11.1-
1.. (Le ;lain An
-oats.. that b's
. • en transtuted
• a 
..s."4 al At... ••
10. A5., 14 a. I 1 ,t Qa11.1 II ii
:ilt t hoe ! t ...0.1 tee 1.. •
are far r•-: ' a., I. * ..
t;1 al. !. • • „ t.„
eolun ns .
'I hroi . !a.-aa, 1at doutaticaa
reit. ha .1 ere . • -'em a '.aiI,,'i,a-a' iii fer
4,1;;TI . ' ta PIIN (.0(.1.1
tser 1.. a. ti ha. s% I.i• UMW.
-----
---- -
1 the were: tee. he final
, read Ii - • Lout. ees
enemy*" My mind was made up ont=a• that he at t..
Instant. I guloed. Down went Mr. o; f,.,t . p
Fly, to be converted ii.to flesh ned
bonau and muscle, arid I plunged int,.
may sermen and went throireti It voila
such zeet and eurnestneiot that the rows
Lad a a
a fly. I eon'.! hear Alm ha steam...
ln my moat!' and loozing :O... all los ;;;, s v;v1
seas"1. A ("!'l sweat '''a t all a t•turti utt.
user MP. I f.'-It him back iev ear sit Iwo La.a,r.,1 a
I glared at the auilletee. ti-ere ,
100'sIfig at zee expectantly. I lee that
the a roes of thy life Lad A::
that I must act at once, lb eeel.
hot ham:, n flashed the thutigle. •elei ,
gag alit, POI out the Intruder and ma to.
a apeetacle of myself before these pro
tie u au are waitIng for the Armee'
awl thus eery Illiely aped the effect of
if and ruin ma reputation at the out
set of niy career or elate I take the fe.
low don n and wrest vietory from the
try te t I . * • e
wee to /La hr.. 1..et I IA,
tah of in: a• •:, oh tla.at
1,..1.1..t at d s:ft them t 7 - eagliiy, ate al
..aa o•Iita.:-. if-areas i s'..,P,T"St• I taaNa•
pre. s• t ',No any ..tie
111111,4 1.-\ts that are o,cr:ool.•••1 lay
ai' '.•,...1••••. I re, se 1,1)a work atnd
at it us 1••1:1.:...tat and
alikl I:11:u the.
I.. :e at to 14.•I lac erIt-yt.. I to
old faehloiled orthvolox type. taut it fell ,„3.jd!a. ,ael, out of the
LIPW attractions frt•ni his eloquent :,.„ „... ,, train.
Lee. lie Lelleved iu a Bible eiespired heir; int, I ateet °Tee report', hi
' floc) lid to lid," told niauy times during a t.. loot"... I ;co. a Lai more than
het career he carer It, the freet as a de- ,„ at I r
,.,,„;!
tuti.;,•r or the lotto:T.1;y at the book of • , ra ,.;
„
booloi. Ile repodiateti the "iearaer ere!. ,
,..1,.41," as a merieee. to the ehi reegeo/ re, ae taut, 11 ea. a ..., rie• eel!,
anal denounced as Ine....us the doilies 1:ev ete e• a. e., a. to PI-
r,,r)(•••rn:tig hdrau,s-e, niel inspiration, tei t114.1f nut
II ••,. att:•••k on Ingersoll ereated ..• • 41,,•/144C1'.
•' `a•!..a ,'! I"' 1.15 Yours me ele t ef at, • It, None of
'IA us IT 4• • h., e to tall.
0- -a, of % rieeet. tee
' " l"r4''t• up arid • a. eievvvily without
I ta f.,14h'-':taatan, .• It came
acid I, a elle; stris aull he . my turn, a: wle•C the president ate
550 Cr ‘pared his 14 c. iota /Iv pour- - - - 
-
inatilt.,4 a ffr
si,,filf..trg of tha• at, I rct ot Ms owo
Loofa's, 11 ,r • g•• on.o• ord.
take li.P 11 t: •
of pts.ple ho tact tne at the door to 1(0
shake Mortis declated It was the best tam
sermon they had ever listened to. Arid ;
I've been swallowing tiles ever since,"
he added, with a droll twinkle of the
eye. "Whenever one attacks in the
paper or elsewhere. I simply say to my-
self: 'Here's another fly. I'll take Win
down.' And down he goes. I find it the
Lest wny to avoid quarrels and to o'er
conie trifling obstacles woul,,
only he max:tithed by uppte,.th.da."
"INSPIRED FROM LID IC, LID."
Dr. Talmage's doctrine stag of the
4 1•1'1:!I zo speakiug offhand on
-TALMAGISMS.*
A ea tditorlal writer Dr. Talmage
tersatile and prolific, and his
v y omtributions on an immense
o , .!3; 4.f toples' utttilti. fill many vol-
e , to, v. r..ing was as entertaining
• ':ea.: ! • 111$ preaching and
a a, eceentricities--"Tal-
. 1:.ey were called. He
.; .1 ! tv. vi vials and Invented new
If the topic was to his liking,
• raced to keep time with the
• it avaas the same with his ger-
tele,. conceived In the busy
the oommitting to paper was
anti exciting. Still, with all this
eething could eleeed the sem-
teeele. ..:1" he took with his finished
r. aeoee r ;.•. lie once wired from OH-
' h:s publisher In New York
niorua s to change a comma in his
• :a•in to a eemicolon, lie bad
deo.. tol the errer while reading proof
'ii tio•
Ile eh .ttoitiettal memory was never
at a ••••-s. Ile had spoken or written on
theaaatids of topics, and he remember-
ed ainioat everything be had ever
preached. In preparing his twenty
volume series of aettnons be used only.
:•4011. or less than half the total number
he' tool preached. In addition to at
FPrtnOtle of 4.0..ouIt :1st a Maus:. tid
words each, each sermon different
front the other, this vast pulpit reper-
la•ry aggreeating probably 4.000.01.10
words, he was the author of a number
ef lecturee. the most popular being-
eTtie New I.ife of the Nation," "Grum-
Ialefs," -thir New Home." "Big Blun-
alaape• and "The Bright Side Of Things."
-(briginality In all things was perbape
tLe. most pronounced trait of Dr. Tal-
mage's cluiracter. In his literary work
tie scorned to borrow, though his Own
ualyee phrases and Ideas were the
prey of many petty plagiarists, Al-
though his fame will rest chiefly Upon
his eernionic writings, his treatment of
lighter topics was brilliant and clever.
But his finest work was not *Wong the
sliallows. His pen could go deeply Into
the secrets of the heart and soul, and
such wss his rare gift that with a sin-
gle sentence he capuld move a multitude.
Some of his volumes written in the
early part of his career show rare ve•
racily and wit and give a clew to his
wonderful success as an entertaining
lecturer In mature:. years. Among the
periodicals to which 'he contributed at
various tithes were the New York
Weekly, ileirth and Home. The lade-
pendent and The Christian at Work.
About thirty volumes of his sermons
have been published, twenty volumes
appeariug in a single series in WOO.
Ills other work. besides those already
tie-teemed Include "Crumbs Swept Ep."
"Around the Tea Table," "Sparks From
My Anvil. -A Thousand Gems," "From
Manger to Throne," "Sports That Kill."
"The Wedding Ring," "Night Sides of
City Life." '"I'he Poetry of Life," "Old
Wells Dug Out," "Abominations of
Modern Society" and "The Earth.Gir-
died.." For many years his revenues
from his editorial and other literary
work, his book royalties and his lee-
turt•s netted him the princely income of
$:110.000 a year, these figures by no
means representing the maximum.
PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS.
In perste! Dr. Talweee eras above
the lutetium height and well propor-
tioned. Ills head was of average size.
with marked evidence of intellectual
power. 'Ills eyes were light and hia
coneeiexien fresh arid laidientive of ro-
bust hesitie Ilis face shone with amia-
bility and cheerfulness. Ills converse-
eon wait animated. Ids wanner gentle
and cordial In the extreme. Self rell•
ae es. eelinneert and judgment were ap
, . him bearing indicated d.g-
, a, la ;f prelAtitslon. yet he Will HO-
., ,.It y et- e Tooted, and LID
..a- • • ,:". a• /10W fur COD-
. •.•.! cli•ft a atrinear on
agreeable teruis v :eel 'at a ..
was a most fascinating CUL %41:4.t
tat. Ills language was marked by noble
sentiment, poetry and humor, and he
talked with a tine originality. never be-
ing afraid to show his feelings. When
in the glee and eutbusiasm of the mo-
ment at a r•Ourch festival he exclaimed
that he felt 'like a morning star," it
was net that his taste Induced him to
take ins illustration from negro miu-
strelsy; but, acting on the impulse of
the ruetnent, he seized upon a popular
&lying to express hIS own feelings.
Men of stiff propriety and starched dig-
nity would not have done such a thing-
With him it 's a'. the impulsive expres-
sion of a free, ciaorful heart bubbling
tote with the he e of humor and the
"milk -of human kiraluess." Whether it
was due to eceentrhaty or loan umlau-
t,' store of rich, ex uherant animal spir-
its. he was certninly more real suit
trne gerniine Jurnan nature in social
life -than most at hie ministerial cote
teMportrlea.
Dr. Talmage, was three times mur-
the'. His first wife was Miss Mary
Avery of itrooklyte A son. Thomas
(who died in his ulneteentli yeare and
a daughter, Jessie, were the fruits of
the, union. A great sorrow shadowed
his life whet! Mrs. Talmage ipa acci-
th•ntaliy drowtied In the Schuylkill riv-
er near Phiiadeliahla Imi Iscol. Ills sec-
ond 'neirritoo! Wes with Miss Susie
Whittemore, atiti ate chiidrea were
born to them, the eidest, Frank. being
now a Presbyterian !Meister In Chieit
go. Again beton ea' I.y death Of his
matrimonial eouipateen. he married. ID
Nine Collier of Allegheny, who
survives him.
9
11.
•
ea...atree"
BROWN BEGGED
HIS SLAYER TO
SPIRE HIS LIFE.
TESTIMONY OF PULLEY'S
CHILDREN.
A VERCICT OF MURDER
Itatumad By The Coroner's
Jury After Inquest
On Body.
The coroner's verdict in the inquest
held on the body of James D. Brown
charges his slayer, William H. PO-
ley, who is in jail here awaiting his
examiuing trial tacit Monday, with
murder. Pulley's viife,daughter and
little son were witnesses to the fight,
said st of them gave evidence in tte
eeroner's examination. The test time
ny of the children was regarded b..
th• jury as damaging.
The verdict follows: We, the jur)
summoned by I 'oron er Alleeswort I.
to inn tire into the, cause of the deat I
et James D. Brown, find from tit,
evidence that he came to his deat I
from six wounds In his body from 14
pistol in the bands of W. H. Pulley.
Wefurther find that said Pulley i-
guilty of murder." It is signed b)
H. T. Shepherd, foreman, W. C.
Hales, J. B. Alexander, J. E Par-
sons, E. M. Teasley, T. H. Keys.
Nora Pulley was sworn as a wit
sees and testified as follows: "Will-
iam Pulley is my father. My age is
nineteen years. I am unmarried.
Yr. Brown and my father went to
deliver the last load of tobacco they
raised on shares. My father got
back bane about ten o'clock, and he
told my mother that Mr. Brown had
stopped his part of the money that
was due him on the sale of the tobac-
co. About four o'clock I saw Mr.
Brown coming home. He had to
peas our gate. 1 was expecting trou-
ble and I went. upstairs where
*Mad see and bear everything that
passed between them. Father was
at the wood-pile chopping stove
wood, and Mr. Brown rode up and
father 'topped him and asked him
why did he tangle his money up.
Them I same downstairs and mother
and myself esme outdoors. Mr.
Brown was sitting on his horse. I
saw him jerk his pistol, but I do not
know whether it came out of his
saddlebag or out of his pocket. He
this fired two shots at father and
jumped off his horse. Father then
jidted his pistol out of his hip pocket
and shot back at Mr. Brown. Mr.
BMWs comminuted to run and father
ma after him and kept 'booting. He
tan until he fell and I heard him say
isitather: ` WW, plearie don't shoot
sae.' He was lying on the ground
beetideg father not to shoot him an
• mere, hat father kept on up to him
and kept shooting. This is all that I
Maw about it. I did not hear an
lbseses from either one of them."
Stephen Pulley, aged eleven, testi-
fied: I tun the son of William Pal-
k,. I saw papa shoot at Mr. Brown
and I saw Mr. Brown shoot back at
hies. I didn't see Mr. Brown shoot
bet. I saw Mr. Brown running and
liffsair shooting at him. I beam
blis say: 'WW, please don't shoo'
me.' Papa shot him after he fell.
saw Mr. Brown shoot at papa. bui
dial know how many times. Thi,
keow."
Ilbe. W. H. Pulley wpa sworn ane
Meifilled: "I saw Mr. Brown on his
isms shoot twice at my husband
who was at the wood pile. He that,
jumped off his horse and sommenced
to ran and shoot and then William
eemmeased to shoot at Mr. Brown.
I tried to stop them and came nest
getting shot as the balls passed t)
my heed several times. Will was
very mad about his tobacco movie)
whets he mine home. There was no
one present but my eon, daughter
and myself when the incident oc
calved."
The testimony of J. B. Hopson was
as follows: "I am a near neighbor
of both Pulley and Brown. Mr.
Pulley came to my house and told
am to go and take care of Brown and
tell me he was lying a little above
ate house dead or dying. I asked
M es what was the matter and he
said that he had shot him (Brown.)
He told me that he had asked Brown
why L. had stopped the money.
Flaw said: Brown told me if I did
net like it to help my self. I let him
byr• it seven or eight times. By
Shia tbne be is about dead. Pulley
bud double barreled shotgun on
his shoulder and was going toward
Hawkins."
W. B. Maloney testified as fol-
lows: "Mr. Mown and myself
litmed Brown lying on his back
alleses a ditch near the road with his
debt hand over his face and left
head upon his breast. His hat was
pens& over his face. I picked up
mar Ms feet slx empty hulls of 32
adamr. pistol."
NE rri-., t:2 r 3 LC:I
Mee We Ting 'Piing, the fonous Chin
is Niffisser to leasuiligtou. 'mewls mud
esonewkat !emoted frau a severe mid,
adissal owe day f is the front of ha cap the
ismssess dL..atee.! Le always wears there,
be was drone-n:1y fri4ht.ned. A friend
pentad oat the' the ers;estnan bad' med.
varteesty loaned her turban wrong side
beim, and that the diamond waa wif• is
the saw. Had Wu T lag Fang bees Waal-
ket5 lismon's Porous Plaen.r on his chest
embeds se ewe his co (I, be never would
bare disebted it, locution. If. would hare
atilladeing its work, -warming and mak-
ing ilesade tise keyed reascles, extracting
pela * 1 soreness, promoting the tree
dieektehre of the tiood, 5.1 inlitting the
Ma sad lungs t. proper action, and so
agalliagasd bacts'ong the irielar,i. This
am psessles, beloved friend.. :het
TEE EIS RAMOSE 0, MIS HAT
dilea pty thing to look spoil. woe of
ses. Ina Isenanu4 Piasters
is seissmely metal They relieve and
Asesiodost, ebb= reas , neuralgia, colds
ea elitist. lame hawk, ate., so meekly
Poi ellinplateiy as to wake you wonder how
ata be. Beier sang -well to-aterrew;
Mors dee way they work. Iles the gem-
Ise. AR Anogglias, or we will prepay pow.
are:
eigg amber altered is the UitSot
on liserii0 el 25e. each.
Imosary & Nfg. Clossotrib.
Ilse Isms ebleasets •
SUIT BROUGHT AGAINST MINERS'
UNION FOR $30,000 DAMAGES.
!family $1.25 a week for their sup-
port and sustenance. This assur-
CHRISTIAN COUNTY MEN 'ince was given him, he claims, be-
ARE PLAINTIFFS. cause he knew th
at if he acceded to
their importunities he could no lon-
ger obtain employment from any
coal mine then operated in the strike
CLAIM TO BE TRICKED. regi ''
Promise of Support For
Families Was Not
Fulfilled.
Everett Woodruff and John Bay-
less and son, all of Christian county,
have filed suit in Webster county
by Attorney John Feland,
against the United Mine Workers of
America and James D. Wood for
damages aggregating $30,000.
The substance of Woodruff's petit-
ion, which is similar to the others,
follows: He alleges that in Decem-
ber, 1900, he and his family resided
at Empire, North Christian, where
he was engaged, and had been for a
number of years, in mining coal for
the Empire Coal and Mining Com-
pany; that a strike was ordered by
the defendants and he was induced
by "organizers" in their employ, by
raise representation to join in the
strike, abandon his occupation and
ake the oath required by the eon-
.titution and bylaws of the United
blitie Workers of America. He says
ilia they assured him that if he
would quit working for the Empire
Company that so long as be might
be required to remain idle they
would furnish each member of his
He states that believing the strike
was for the benefit of the laboring
classes and that the defendants were
acting in good faith when they offered
support to his family during the con-
tinuance of the strike, he was induc-
ed to join the union.
For a short while, he says, his
family was furnished maintenance
in money and supplies, but during
the latter part of December,1900, he
was notified by agents of the defen-
dants that by reasou of his residence
on a farm rather than in town, re-
ferring to Manington, Christian
county having a population of ten
or eleven people, they would no lon-
ger furnish him support.
He gays that realizing then that
their representations to him had
been false and knowing the helpless
condition of his wife and children
.he applied to James D. Wood for a
transfer of his membership to the
district of Southern Indiana where
union mines and where he had been
informed he could obtain employ-
ment. He states that Wood refused
his request, saying that every man
belonging to the local union was
needed for service at home.
He states that by reason of being
deprived of the opportunity of earn-
ing a livelihood, resulting in great
loss and suffering in his family and
humilitation to himself, he has been
damaged in the sem 4,f $10,000.
GEN. WIDE HAMPTON DIES OF
OLD AGE IT COLUMBIA, S. C.
COLUMBIA, S. C., April 11.--Gov. I
Wade Hampton died today of 1118
1
Incident to old age.
He was a grandson of Gen. Wade
Hampton, of the Revolutionary war,
and was born here March 28, 1818.
He served in the legislature, where
he opposed secession, but entered
the Confederate army at the outbreak
of the war as a private and rase to
the rank of lieutenant-general, and
had command, first, of all Lee's cav-
alry, and later, Johnston's.
He was governor of South Caroli-
na in 1878, and United States senator
from 1879 to 1891. In 1893 he became
United States commissioner . of rail-
way..
L. & N. HAS LIKELY
CHANGED HAND
Many Rumors Of The Deal
(Special to New Era.)
LOUISVILLE, Ky. April If-
The consensus of opinion is that
theGates syndicate by a shrewd stock
market manipulative move has de-
prived August Belmont & Co. of the
control of the Louisville and Nash-
ville. It is said that the Gates syn-
dicate brought 300,000 shares of the
road's capital stock, the total of
which 15000,000 (hares, including the
recent issue of 50,000 shares. The
syndicate's bolding of stock certifi-
cates, however, is placed at not more
than 100,000. Mr. Perkins a member
of the firm of J. P. Morgan at Co.
says nothing has happened which
will tend to disturb generally amica-
ble relations la Southern railroad
territory. This is interpreted to
mean that there has been • change
in the control of the road.
NEW YOBK4April 18-Louisville
at Nashville R. R. stock opened to-
day at 121% and went to 121134. After
some fluctuations the price bounded
to 125,14. It is reported that Gates is
preparing to close in the shorts im-
mediately.
Sunday Fight.
Sunday afternoon Libby Owen,
Dick Berry and Lyman Martin en-
gaged in a quarrel over a dinner in
the rear room of Elkins and Can-
non's salocn. The barkeeper put
them out, and they continued the
quarrel. ()Wen struck Martin with
a brick twine, and then chased him
around the square to the rear of
Urau's ery where he again
struck him on the bead knocking
him down. Martin claimed Berry
cut him behind th4 ear with a knife.
Berry and Owen were arrested for
breach of the peace but the warrants
were afterwards changed to. malic-
ious cutting and striking with a
deadly weapon. The case against
Berry was 4isrnisaed anti Owen was
held und $100 bond to the next
grand Jury.
FORMER CITIZEN DIES
Shelby radshaw Passes
Away It. McCracken County.
I
Shelby Bradshaw, one of the old-
est citizens of the county, died Sat-
urday at his home near Woodville.
He was 78 years 'if age and came to
this county from Christian county in
IMO.
He left a wife and three children,
Miss Fannie Carneal, James Brad-
shaw and Richard Bradshaw, all of
this county.-Paducali News Demo-
crat.
fi000 ADVICE.
The most miserable beings in the
world are those suffering from Dys-
pepsia and Liver Complaint. More
than seventy-five per cent. of the
people in the United Statee are af-
flicted with these two diseases and
their effects: such as Sour Stomach,
Sick Headache, Habitual Costive-
ness, Palpitation of the Heart, Heart-
burn, Water-brash, Gnawing and
Burning Pains at the Pit of the Stom-
ache, Yellow Skin, Coated Tongue
and Disagreeable Taste in the Mouth,
Coming up of Food after eating, Low
Spirits, etc. do to your Druggist
and get a bottle of August Flower for
76 cents. Two doses will relleveyou.
Try it. GetGreen's Special Almanac.
B. 0, Bashrlek.
personal Notes 
From Monday'. maiy.
Miss Mary Cayce who has been
spending the winter in this city, the
guest of her aunt, Mrs. Wm. M. Hill,
left this morning for her home at
Huntsville, Ala. •
Mr. Carl Fallenstine, of Springfield
Fenn., spent yesterday in the city.
Parrent has returned to Nash-
ville after a visit to his family.
Miss Elizabeth Pusey spent the
lay in Cadiz yesterday.
Miss Louise Ragsdale, of Laity-
eats', is the guest of Mrs. Rebecca
an cock .
Mrs. T. L Bacon is visiting rela-
tives in Soaring Springs.
Messrs. Jas. Overshiner and Sax
MoCormick visited friends in Kelly
yesterday.
Mr. I. Bailey, president of the
Reinecke coal mines, of Madison-
ville, spent the day with his sons at
South Kentucky college yesterday.
Miss Annie Patterson, of Cadiz, is
the guest of Miss Katie Quick on E.
Ninth street.
Mr. R. E. Cooper made a business
trip through the Purchase counties
last week.
Mrs. H Clay Smith, has returned
from a visit to relatives and friends
In Paducah.
Miss Mabel Hunter, of Trenton,
is here visiting her uncle, Mr. W .P
Qualls.
Miss Sarah Southgate has returned
front a visit to friends In Covington.
Mrs. J. T. Hanbery is in Nash-
ville, Tenn., visitingfriends.
From Saturttay'S
Miss Francis Bronaugh has gon 1 to
Madisonville to visit Mn. B.
Sheen.
Mr. Ford L. Wilknison has been in
Elkton this week attending circuit
court.
Miss Maude Cansler will go to
Madisonville next week to visit Miss
Kate Brasher.
-ftI ,
Mr. Alfred Nelsoh has returied to
Paducah.
Mr. Sam Hodgson, of Clarkieville,
spent yesterday in the city.
Miss Lurline Waillington hae gone
to Cadiz to visit Mrs. C. A Chappell.
W. B. Milner. of Hopkinsville, has
been In the city several days this
week shaking hands with his many
frlends.-Eddyville Tale of Two
Cities.
Mr. John Larkin has resigned his
position with the Postal Telegraph
Company at Hopkinsville to accept
the position of day operator for the
L at N. in this city to succeed Mr
Frank D. Coffey, and has moved here
preparatory to assuming his duties.
Mr. Larkin married Miss Laura Har-
vey, of this place, and has many
friends here. Mr. Coffey is m not SA
yet decided as to his future plans.
but contemplates goitor to Honolulu
where he has some brothers. Wher-
ever he goes and in whatever he
may engage, he will have the best
wishes of a host of Mweisonville
friends- M ad ison v ille Hustler.
Christian County Farm.
Lands excel in regular production
of a treater variety of crops than
any other country under the sun.
WHEAT, come AND TOBACCO
attain perfection here.
422 ACRES
Located in South Christian on a free
turnpike; good neigborhood and
school; fine timber and well watered,
Improvements first-class; convenient
to three good markets and farm in
high state„of cultivation.
260 ACRES
Located two miles from Pembroke,
Ky. Abundance of timber, good wa-
ter and well improved.
Property must be sold at one,.
Call on or address
J. H. Pendleton, Pembroke Ky.
Or L. 0. Garrott, Longview, Ky.
All d&w4t
-ea • M.
Bllyew-Cannon.
Mr. Frank M. Bilyew and Miss
Mary E. Cannon, of the Pon neigh-
borhood, were married Sunday, El-
dna'. W. Oast olliofsting,
In Two
Minutes
There will be another car. But the man
can't wait, lie chases the car and swings
on, panting awl hot, but satisfied. He
keeps this gut up ail (lay Ile vi irks that
way, he lunches that way. He contin-
ues this until his stomach" breaks clown"
and nature compels him to "go slow."
Business men who have impaired their
digestion by hasty eating will find in
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery
a cure for dyspepsia and other diseases
of the stomach and organs of digestion
and nutrition. It does not give mere
temporary relief, hut it effects a radical
cure. It strengthens the stomach, nour-
ishes the nerves and purifies the blood.
^Pot az long rears 1 suffered with mv liver,
kidneys, and with indigestion, which 'baffled
the hest doctors in our country,. writes K
'Unveil, Esq., of Woolsey, Prince William Co.,
I suffered with my stomach and back for
a long time and after taking • 'Art-load' of
tnedictue from three doctor., I grew so bad I
could hardly do • day's work. Would have
death-like pains in the side, and blind spells.
sod thought life was hardly worth living. I
began taking Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Dis-
covery and 'Pleasant Pellets.' as advised. lie-
fart. I had taken half of (lie second bottle I
began to feel relieved I got six bottles and
used theta. ant am ha puy to say I owe niv It,
lo Dr. Pierce and his medicines.-•
Dr. Pierce's Pellets cure biliousness.
Washington, April 13.-In the follow.
Ing discourse. prep:nee by Dr. Tal-
mage before his illness, the folly and
danger of postponing the acceptance of
the gospel incitation are exposed on
the text, Luke xiv, 18, "And they all
with one consent began to make ex-
cuse."
After the invitations to a levee are
sent out the regrets come in. One man
apologizes for nonattentinnee on one
ground, another on another ground.
The most of the regrets nre founded
on prior engagements, So in my text
a great banquet was spread, the in-
vitations were circulated, and now the
regrets come in. Tbe one gives an
agricultural reason, the other a stock
dealer's reason, the other e domestic
reason. All poor reasons. The fact
was, they did not went to go. "And
they all with one conseut began to
make excuse."
So now God spreads a great banquet.
It is tbe gospel feast. and the table
reaches across the hemispheres, and
the Invitations go out, and multitudes
come and sit down and drink out of the
chalices of God's love, while other mul-
titudes decline coming, the one giving
this apology, and the other giving that
apology, "and they all with one con-
sent begin to make excuse." I propose.
so far as God may help me, to examine
the apologies which men make for not
entering the Christian life.
Apology the first: I am not sure
there is anything valuable in the Chris-
tian religion. It is pleaded that there
are so many Impositions in this day; so
many things that seem to be real are
sham. A gilded outside may have a
hollow inside. There Is so much quack-
ery in physics, In ethics, in politic., that
men come to the habit of Incredulity,
and after awhile they allow that in-
credulity to collide with our holy re-
ligion. But my friends, I think reli-
gion has made a pretty good record in
the world. How many wounds it has
salved! How many pillars of fire it
has lifted In the midnight wilderness!
How many simoom struck deserts it
bath turned into the gardens of the
Lord! How it bath stilled the chopped
sea! What rosy light it bath sent
streaming through the rift of the storm-
cloud! What pools of cool water it
bath gathered for thirsty linear and
Ishmael! What manna whiter than
coriander seed It bath dropped all
around the camp of hardly bested pil-
grims! What promises it bath sent out
like holy watchers to keep the lamps
burning around deathbeds, through the
darkness that lowers Into the sepul-
cher! What dashes of resurrection
morn!
A Religion of Heroes.
Besides that, this religion has made
so many heroes. It brought Summer-
field, the Methodist, across the Atlan-
tic ocean with his silver trumpet to
blow the acceptable year of the Lord
until It seemed as if all our American
cities would take the kingdom of
heaven by violence. It sent Jehudi
Ashman Into Africa alone, in a conti-
nent of naked barbarians, to lift the
standard of civilization and Christian-
ity. It made John Milton among po-
ets. Raphael among paiuters. Christie
pber Wren among architects, Thorwald-
sen among sculptors, Handel among
musicians, Dupont among military
commanders, and to give new wings
to the imagination and better balance
to the judgment and more determina-
tion to the will and greater usefulness
to the lifo and grander nobility to the
soul there is nothing in all the earth
Ilk, our Christian religion. Nothing
In religion? Wily. then, all those
Christians were deceived when in their
dying moment they thought they saw
the castles of the blessed, and your
child, that with unutterable agony you
put away into the grave, you will nev-
er see him again nor hear his sweet
voice nor feel the throb of his young
heart. There is nothing in religion?
Sickness will come upon you. Roll
and turn on your pillow; no relief. The
medicine may be bitter, the night may
be dark, the pain may be sharp; no re
lief. Christ never comes to the sick-
room. Let the pain stab; let the fever
burn; curie it and die. There is noth-
ing in religion? After awhile death
will come. You will bear the pawing
of the pale horse on the threshold.
The spirit will be breaking away from
the bodyeand it will take fliglit-whith.
er, whither? There is no God, no min-
istering angels, to conduct, no Christ.
no heaven, no home. Nothing in reli-
gion? Oh. you are not willing to adopt
such a dismal theory!
The rite or a Skeptle.
And yet the world is full of skeptics.
And let me say there is no class of
people for whom I have a warmer sym-
pathy than for skeptics. We do not
know bow to treat them. We deride
tbem, we caricature them. We. instead
of taking them by the soft hand of
Christian love, clutch them with the
Iron pinchers of ecclesiasticism. Oh, if
you knew how those men had fallen
away from Christianity and become
skeptics you would not be so rough on
them! Some were brought up in homes
where religion was overdone. The most
wretched day in the week was Sunday.
Religion was driven into them with a
triphammer. They had a surfeit of
prayer meetings. They were stuffed
and choked with catechisms. They
were told by their parents that they
were the worst children that ever lived
because they liked to ride down hill
better than to read "Pilgrim's Prog-
ress." They net er beard their parents
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the mouth drawn down and the eyee
rolled up. Others went into skepticism
through maltreatment on the part of
Sallie who professed religion. There Is
a men who says, "My partner In busi-
ness was conspicuous in prayer meet-
ing, aud he was officious in all religious
circles, but be cheated me out of $3,000,
ad I don't want any of that religion."
Then there are others who get into
skepticism by a natural persistence in
asking questions, why or how? How
eau Gtal lie one being iu three persons?
They cannot understand it. Neither
can 1. flow can God be a complete
sovereign and yet man a free agent?
They cannot understand it. Neither
can I. They cannot understand why a
holy God lets sin come into the world.
Neither can I. They say: "Here is a
great mystery; here is a disciple of
fashion, frivolous and godless all her
days; she lives on to be an octogenarian.
Here is a Christian mother, training
her children for God and for heaven,
self sacrificing, Christ like. indispensa-
ble seemingly to that household; she
gets a cancer and dies." The skeptic
says. "I can't explain that." Neithei
can I.
I can see how men reason themselves
into skepticism. With burning feet I
have trodden that blistering way. I
know what it Is to have a hundred
nights poured into one hour. There are
men in the arid desert of doubt who
would give their thousands of dollars
It they could get back to the old re-
ligion of their fathers. Such men are
not to be caricatured, but helped, and
not through their heads, but through
their hearts. When these men really
do come into the kingdom of God, they
will be worth far more to the cause of
Christ than those who never examined
the evidences if Christianity. Thomas
Chalmers once a skeptic, Robert Hall
once a skeptic, Christmas Evans once
a skeptic; but when they did lay bold
of the gospel chariot how they made
it speed ahead! If, therefore. I address
men and women who have drifted
a wey into skepticism, I throw out no
scoff; I rather implead you by the
memory of those good old tithes when
you knelt at your mother's knee and
said your evening prayer and those
other days of sickness when she watch-
ed all night and gave you the mede
eines at just the right time and turned
the pillow when it was hot and with
hand long ago turned to dust soothed
your pains and with that voice you
will never hear again unless you join
her In the better country told you nev-
er mind, you would be better by and
by, and by that dying couch where she
talked Ito slowly, catching her breath
between the words-by all those mem-
ories I ask you to come and take the
same religion. It was good enough for
her: it is good enough for you. Aye,
usake a better plea: By the wounds
and the death throe of the Son of God,
who approaches you in infinite love
with torn brow and lacerated hands
and whipped back, crying, "Come unto
me, all ye that labor and are heavy
laden, and I will give you rest!"
. Agleam? Aperleiry.
Other persons apologize for not en-
tering the Christian life because of the
Incorrigibility of their temperament.
Now, we admit it Is harder for some
people to become Christians than for
others, but the grace of God never
tame to a mountain that it could not
climb or to an abyss that it could not
fathom or to a bondage that It could
not break. The wildest horse that ever
trod Arabian sands has been broken to
bit and trace. The maddest torrent
tumbling frnm mountain shelving has
been harnessed to the mill wheel and
the factory band, setting a thousand
shuttles all a-buzz and a-clatter. And
the wildest, the haughtiest, the most
ungovernable matt over created by the
grace of God may be subdued and sent
out on ministry of kindness, as God
sends an August thunderstorm to we-
ter the wild Bowers down in the grass..
Peter, with nature tempestuous as the
sea that he once tried to walk, at one
look from Christ went out and wept
bitterly. Rich harvests of grace may
grow on the summit of the jagged
steep, and flocks of Christian graces
Laity find pasturage in fields of bramble
and rock. Though your disposition
may be all a-bristle with fretfulness,
though you have a temper a-gleam
with meek lightnings, though your
avarice be like that of the horse leech,
crying, 'Give:- though damnable im-
purities have wrapped you in all con-
suming fire. God can drive that devil
out of your soul, and over the chaos
and the darkness he can say, "Let
there be light." Converting grace has
lifted the drunkard from the ditch and
mtatched the knife from the hand of
the assassin and the false keys from
the burglar and in the pestiferous lanes
of the city met the daughter of sin un-
der the dim lamplight and scattered
her sorrow and her guilt with the
words, "Thy Sins are forgiven; go. and
sin no more." l'or scarlet sin a scarlet
atonement.
Other persons apologize for not en-
ternig the Christian 117e because of the
Inconsistencies of those who profess
religion. There are thousands of poor
farmers. They du not know the nature
of eons or the proper rotation of crops.
Tbeir corn is shorter in the stalk and
smaller in the ear. They have ten
less bushels to the acre than their
neighbors. But who declines being a
farmer because there are so many poor
farmers? There are thmisands of in-
competent merchants. 'Hwy buy at the
wrong time. They get cheated in the
sale of their goods. Er cry hale of
goods is to them a bale of disaster.
They fall after awhile and go out of
business. But who declines to be a
merchant because there are so many
Incompetent nierchants? There are
thousands of poor lawyers. They cau-
not draw a declaration that will stand
the test. They cannot recover just
damages. They cannot help a defend-
ant escape from the injustice of his
pereecutere They are the worst im-
pedlinetits against any case in which
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retained. Tint who declines to
because there are so many
lawyers? Yet 'there are
of people who decline
beenuse there are so
Christians. Now, I
illogical. Poor lawyera are
against jurispru lenee; poor
are nothing against medi-
fartners are nothing against
and mean, contemptible
of re!igion are nothing
our glorious Christianity.
Liglet• to Be Avoided.
you have been riding
a summer Met by • swamp.
have seen lights that kindled
vegetation—lights which
jack-o'-lantern or will-o'-
These lights are merely poi-
miastnata. My friends, on your
you will want a better
the will-o'-the-wisps which
the rotten character of mori-
Exudations from poi-
trees lu our neighbor's garden
a very poor balm for our
will come, and WP will be
out toward the Red sea which
thls world from the next, and
of Christians, but
faith, will wave back the wa-
a commander wheels his boat.
will come, with its teuu-
solemnities. Oh. then we will
and say. "There was a mean
there was a cowardly Chris-
was an Impure Christian."
day as now, "If thou be wise,
be wise for thyself, but If
thou alone shall bear IL"
brother, the Inconsistency of
so far from being an argu-
keep you away from God,
be an argument to drive you
The best place for a skillful
in a neighborhood where there
doctors, the hest place for
merchant to open his
in a place wheel. the bargain
not understand their bus'.
the best place for you who
become the illustrious and
Christian, the best place for
come right down among us
so incompetent and so incon-
Show us bow. Give
persons apologize for not be-
Christians because they lack
though religion muddled the
the accountant or tripped the
the author or thickened the
the orator or weakened the
the nieclianic or scattered the
the lawyer or interrupted the
the merchant. They bolt their
against it and fight It back
and with yardsticks and
with your religion from
our office, our factory!"
not understand that religion
world will help you to
you ought to do. It can
it can sail a ship; it can
it can work a pulley; it
a street; it can tit a wrist-
can write a constitution; it can
a host. It is as appropriate to
as his telescope, to the,
as his laboratory, to the ma-
plumb line, to the carpenter
to the child as his mar-
grandfathee as his staff. I
Timm to Bo Religious. .
to be religious here! Yon ,
time not to be religious. You
well have no clerks in your
books in your library, no
on your ship, no rifle In the
hat for your head, no coat
back, no shoes for your feet.
on toward eternity bare
and barefooted and houseless
and friendless than to
life without religion. Did
make Raleigh any less of a
or Havelock any less of a
Griuuell any less of a mer-
West any less of a painter?
friends, religion is the best
in every bargain; it is the
note in every song; it is the
gem in every comet No
be religious? Why, you will
take time to be sick, to be
to die. Oar world is only the
which we are to embark
No time to secure the
of Christ? No time to buy
and trim it for that walk
the darkness which otherwise
illumined only by the white-
tbe tombstones? No time to
the eye for heavenly splendors
for choral harps or the ear
songs or the soul for
and immortality? One
we had Uwe for nothing
persons apologize for not enter
life because it is time
yet. Tbat is very like those
who send regrets and say, 'I
in perhaps at 11 or 12 o'clock;
be there at the opening of the
but 1 will be there at the
Not yet! Not yet! Now. I do
any doleful view of this Ufa
nothing In my nature, nothing
of Gad, that tends toward
view of human life. I have
sympathy with Addison's de-
of the "Vision of Mirza,"
represents human life as be-
of a hundred arches and
of the bridge covered with
the race coming on, the
tbem falling down through
span and all of them falling
the last span. It is a
picture. I have not much
with the Spanish proverb
'The sky is good and the
good; that which is bad is be-
earth and the sky." But,
as Christian men are bound
cheerful view of life, we must
that life is a great uncer-
that man who nays "I can't
Christian because there is time
is running a risk infinite.
perhaps realize the fact that
grade of sin gets steep-
and that you are gath-
a rush and velocity which
A. J. BLUMENSTIEL
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tt:ter :it% ei.iy not answer to the
brakes.
Time nehealoot Is Delay,
r.t. not among tleae gi us thelr
wieee life to the world amid then give
their corpse 10 God. It does not seem
fair taut while our tmlecs ere in full
piny of health we serve ourselves
and serve the world and theu make
God at last the present of a cLian. It
does not seem right that we run our
ship from coast to coast currying car-
goes for ourselves and tlieu, tt. hen the
ship is crushed in the rocks, :ive to
God the shivered timbers. It is a great
thing for a man on his dying pillow to
repent—better that than never at all:
but how much better, how much more
generous, it would have been if he had
repented fifty years before! My friends,
you will never get over these procras-
tinations
Here is a delusion. People think, "I
can go on in sin and worldliness, but
after awhile I will repent and then It
will be as though I had come at the
very start." What a mistake! No one
ever gets fully over procrastination. If
you give your soul to God some other
time than this, you will enter heaven
with only half the capacity for enjoy-
ment and knowledge you might have
bad. There will be heights of blessed-
ness you might hare attained that
then you will never reach: thrones of
glory on which you might have been
seated, but which you will never climb.
We will never get over pracrastination,
neither In time nor in eternity.
We have started on a march from
which there is no retreat. The shadows
of eternity gather on our pathway.
How Insignificant is time compared
with the vast eternity! As I was
thinking of this one day while coming
down over Abe Allegbauy mountains at
noon, by that wonderful pass which
you all have heard described- as the
Horseshoe-a depression In the side of
the mountain where the train almost
turns back again upon Itself, and you
see how appropriate is the name of the
Horseshoe—and thinking on this very
theme and preparing this very sermon,
It seemed to rue as if the great courser
of eternity speeding along bad just
struck the mountain %rah one hoof and
gone on into illimitable space. So short
is time, so insignificant is earth, com-
pared with the vast eternity! This mo-
ment voices roll down the sky and all
the worlds of light are ready to rejoice
at your disentbrallment Rush not into
the presence of the King ragged with
sin when you may have this robe of
righteousness. Dash not your foot to
pieces against the throne of a crucified
Christ. Throw not your crown of life
off the battlements. AU the scribes of
God are at this hour ready with vol-
umes of living light to record the news
of your soul emancipated.
(Copyright, ExCe, Louis illopach, N. Ye
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.o THE BEST 46. Air
BINDERS,
MOWERS AND
HAY RAKES
on Earth are the Celebrated CHAMPION.
o
•
This Can Be Seen atj O. YOUNG'S
Ha,rdware and
Implement House.
bth Street, Hol.kinsville, Hy.
W 'free
Willfree & Knight,
REAL ESTATE.
kf igh.
The seasan of the year when people want to buy real estate is at hand,
and we invite those who want to buy or sell to consult this column.
We have excellent facilities for conducting the business and will ad-
vertise the property put into our hands free of charge, and will furnish
prospective customers conveyance to look at property without coat to them
Come to see us if you want to sell, it coats you nothing if you fail.
A splendid farm of 210 acres on
turnpike road See miles from Hop-
kinsville- New eight room dwelling
with three porches, well arranged
with hot and col ater, bath tub,
water closet, e 2 good stock barns,
granaryb.isw, &e., with windmill,
branch o never failing water through
the farm. All under good wire fence
end Ins bight state of cultivation and
in excellent neighborhood. A model
stock farm. Will be sold cheap.
Farm of 270 acres in Caldwell Co.,
Ky., 4 miles from Scottsburg and
I. C. R. R. and 8 miles from Prince-
ton Ky. This farm base good frame
dwelling 10 rooms, good stock barn,
tobacco barn, granary, good out
houses, 2 good wells and fine spring,
lou acres of the land is in fine large
White Oak timber.
A splendid farm of 80 acres, good
dwelling with 8 rooms, stable, tobacco
barn, apple and peach orchard, extra
tine well, good cistern, plenty of
stock water, walled cellar, land fer-
tile and in a high state of cultivation.
On public road within 2 miles of Gra-
*es 11 . Will be sold at a bargain
176 at res of land with improve-
ments 4 miles from HopkInsville on
el ad iso n vale road Cheap $1300.
A beautiful home; two stoty brick
residence; 8 rooms; hall and bath
room with bath fixtures and all mod-
ern conveniences; everything new
and in excellent repair; house piped
for water and gas, and wired for
electricity; good cellar, cistern, sta-
ble and all other necessary outbuild-
ings; nice shade trees. This proper-
ty will be sold at a bargain.
We have the following Florida
lands that we will sell at low price
or exchange for farming land in this
section: 361 acres in Pasco county,
190 acres in Pasco county, 200 acres
in Hernando county 160 acres in
Hillsboro county. One of the above
tracts is heavily timbered with the
finest yellow pine, and another is
heavily timber' vith the pine from
which they mak. turpentine. For
further description, etc., see us.
One of the most desirable houses
In the city for boarding house; cen-
trally located, convenient to bust-
pees and depots within one square
of Main St.
Good farm of 160 acres, 2 miles
from Beunetstown Ky. Good homes
3 rooms, tenant house, good well,
large tobacco barn, good frame sta-
ble 28x30 feet,40 acres in fine timber,
good level land and a desirable farm
convenient to schools and churches
and on good road.
Nice cottage On corner of Brown
and Broad streets. 7 rooms, good out-
buildings, cistern, etc. Cheap and
on reasonable terms.
Stock of goods, store house and
residence for sale at good town on
L. at N. R. R. First-class paying
business, nice location, good neigh-
borhood, churches and school eon-
venient, residence 8 rooms, water
works ried modern improvements,
ten acres of nice ground with resi-
dence, good reasons for selling.
Residence, 6 rooms, stable, carri-
age house and all necessary outbuild-
ings good cistern and orchard. Two
acres of land adjoining South Ken-
tucky College, $1,600. Will sell this
place at low price and on easy terms.
Elegant two story residence on
corner of 14th and Campbell streets,
fronts 82% to et on Campbell street
by 186 feet to alley, house has 8 rooms
and all necessary outbuildings, nice
shade trees, fine garden and grape
arbor.
Well improved suburban place
with 16 acres of ground, house 5
rooms, good cistern, stable, poultry
house, carriage house, milk house
etc., everything in good repair.
Complete set of farming implements
go with the place.
Farm of 405 acres of fine land in 34
mile of mill, poet office and church.
Splendid house of ten rooms, large
stable, 7 cabins for hands, $ large
tobacco barns, 90 acres fine Laugher,
goad orchard. Farm in 
n 
productive.goodvir
tio and very  - be
sold at • bargain.
Good farm 223 acres out N
road, 7 miles; from HopkinsvUis and
3 miles from Pembri:e:e, good two-
story brick dwelling, 6 rooms, Jived
welt, 2 large new barns, stables awl
granary. This farm will be sold at a
low price and on easy terms.
Large two-story house and two
acres of ground fronting cm first
street and running back to the river.
136 acres of land 6 miles from town
near Princte,on road, dwelling, two
tobacco barns and other out build-
ings price $5 per acre.
Good residence on corner of Mein
and let streets, fronting 60 feet on
Main by 200 feet deep. House has six
rooms, good cistern, stable and D...
cessa.ry out-buildings. For sale.
85 acres of fine land just 'outside
toil-gate on Palmyra road.$62 per acre
3 tracts of land near Bennettatown,
about 300 acres Will be converted in-
to two or three tracts. Sold oil easy
terms.
. A nice cottage on 4th letefour
rooms and kitchen, porch. good out-
houses and cistern. price $990.
Two good residence lots on Main
St. in Hopkinsville, well located.
The only vacant lots on West side of
Main St. for sale at a low brioe
t Elegant lot MOW ft. on Jesup ave-
nue. Good home with 4 large rooms
2 porches, cistern outbuildinge,shad
and fruit trees, Price $1,400.
An elegant farm of 116 acres of
f land, on good public road, in one of
the best neighborhoods in South
Christian, convenient to postoffloe,
schools and churches, in a high state
of cultivation, good dwelling 2 rooms
and hall,one large tobacco barn ,good
stables and cow house, buggy house,
2 new cabins, smoke house, hen
house, new wire fence, nice young
orchard, rapes, rasp-berries and
atrawberries, ilenty of water, very,
desirable, will be sold cheap and on
easy terms.
Some beautiful vacant lots as Wal-
nut street.
400 acres of desirable farrniug land
in Montgomery county, Tenn, heavi-
ly timbered, iö miles from Howell,
Ky. price $5.00 per acre.
Fine farm of 989 acres in, neigh-
borhood of Howell, Ky., ate great
bargain,
Very desirable suburban residence,
house two stories, 8 rooms, new and
in good repair, about 7 acres of land,
just outside the city limits on one of
the beet street.
A nice residence at Casey, Ky.
lot of 10 acres, six room cottage sod
two room °Moe in yard; good
servants house, large good les house,
large stable and carriage howls and
all necessary out buildings; splendid
shade and fruit trees never failing
well, good cistern; convenient to de-
pot, school and church; 6 miles from
tlopkinsville with good pike nearly
the whole distance. Splendid locat-
ion for a doctor.
An elegant farm of 120 acres on
Cox Mill Road 4 miles from litspkin-
seine; well improved, good dwell-
ing, 6 rooms, stables, granary, corn
and all necessary out houses; first
clam land in fine condition.
Valuable store room on Main
street. One of the best business loose
t ions in the eity.
WINFREE 8z INGE.
ORPH'opien ,
dinguic cured by TACK-A-KA-AA
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Route Should Be Surveyed Lintisai
From New Providence To chars.
Hopkinsville. bine
Here's wori.for the Commercial
Club. Theltennessee Central rail-
way joie been surveyed to New Prov-
Tenn. It Is known that a
essasetion with the Illinois Central
I. desired. Arrangements have been
made by the engineering corps to
run a preliminary line to Gracey. A
seater and in every way better route
would have Hopkinsville as its ob-
jective point.
The Clarksville
says:
"Chief Engineer F. M. Bisbee, of
the Tennessee Central railway is in
the city on an Inspection tour of the
work done in this county by the en-
gineering corps. In company with
Engineer Blanchard, he drove over
the different lines that have been
surveyed. They went over Ridge
and River tine. They also went over
the line surveyed through Ytew Prov-
idence and before Mr. Bisbee returns
to Nashville the camp, which was
recently removed from New Provi-
dence to Kennedy, Ky., will be visit-
ed.
"The surveyors are now engaged
in running a line to tiracey, Ky.,
where a connection with the Illinois
Central might be made. This pre-
liminary line will he completed
next week and the camp will be re-
moved tos point a few miles on the
other side of New Providence.
"It is understood that as soon as
the survey to Gracey has been com-
pleted the corps will begin a new
Ilse down the river to Cairo, Ill.,'
(Special to New Era.)
FRANKFORT, Ky., April 16.—
The state board of equalization has
pawed finally on the assessment of
property in the counties of Carlisle,
Hickman, Henderson and Christian.
The work of the local assessor was
raised as follows: In Hickman, 10
per cent on 'farm lands; in Carlisle
10 per cent on farm lands and 5 per
cent on town lots; in Henderson, 3
per cent on farm lands; in CHRIS-
TIAN, per cent on farm lands and
2 per cent on town lots.
Woman is often referred to by man
as "doubling his Not% and halving
his sorrows." This may be compli-
mentary but at the same time it
would seem rather hard on the wom-
an. For in plain terms it mewls that
where things are going well with the
man his wife makes them go better.
But when things are going ill with
the man he expects his wife to share
half his burden. And there's more
truth than poetry in this presenta-
tion of masculine selfishness. Men
don't appreciate the fact that the
burden of mortberhood alone is big-
ger than all the loads that rest upon
male shoulders. They see the wife
grow thin, pale, nervous and worn
without a thought that she is over-
burdened. Among the pleasant let-
ters received by Dr. Pierce are those
from husbands who have waked up
before it was too late to the crushing
burdens laid upon the wife, and in
the search for help have found in
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription a
restorative which has given back to
the mother the health of the maiden
and the maiden's happiness. Favor-
ite Prescription always helps, and
almost always cures. It has perfect-
ly cured ninety'-eight out of every
hundred women who have used it
when afflicted with diseases peculiar
to women.
Cood Circus Coming.
Barris Nickel Plate Show will
e two performances in this city
ednesday, April Zi.
"In praise of Harris' Nickel-Plate
Show too much cannot be said. Mr.
Harris has made for himself a name
to be envied by the exceptionally
high merited performances he gives
to the public under his large can-
vass; and that name is .not confined
to Florida or the southern states
either, but is known all over the
United States. Many people came
to see the show yesterday, and those
who were fortunate enough to come
saw one of the best performances in
a circus ring ever witnessed in
Oaineeville."--Gainesvil I e. F Ia.,
Daily Bun, Dec 4.
WASH' GTON, D.C., April 16.—
Secretary Rot has crdered that
Gen. Chaffee be cabled to at once in-
stitute a vigorous investigation into
the reported crettilies perpetrated by
ffiAmerican oc and soldiers on the
Filipinos. He was ordered to court-
martial Gen. Smith if it was true
that Maj. Waller testified in his trial
as Oen. Smith had given him the
notorious "killing and burning" or-
der. Maj.E. F. Glenn is ordered to
be vent to San Francisco to be tried
by eourt-martial on the charge of or-
dering the "water cure.'
To Cure Crip In Two Days.
laxative Bromo-Quinine removes
the cause. E W. Grsve's signature
on every box. Price 25 cents. w-sen,
Every ordinary cold deserves
serious attention.
It is only a step from it into
grippe, pneumonia, or con-
sumption; and it is only a
short step the other way to
cure the cold.
Nature and Scott's Emu!.
sion work together to make a
cold take the right step. Na-
t'ttre works all the time and
Scott's Emulsion works if you
take it.
Scott's Emulsion cures all
k. of colds.
WORK FOR THE CLUB PREACHER AR ESTED
Charged With RqbbIng Todd
County store.
Rev. D. H. Mee 11, who Educe last
November has b en living at Sharon
Grove, preachi 4", and condecting a.
abshmont there, was ar-
ay by Deputy Sheriff ,
nd brought to this city, i
ith breaking into and rob- I
nail's stofe at Sharon Grove,1
the Elkton Times. He was
ed under guard and on Saturday
afternoon had his examining trial '
before Judge Duffy, wile held that
there Was no evidence that would
warrant him in holding McCall over,
and the man was discharged. He
came to Sharon Grove from Butler
How's This?
We offer One Hundred , Dollars
Reward for any case of Catavrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's 'Catarrh
Cure.
F. J. Cheney tis Co., Props., Toledo,
• Ohio.
We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years,
and believe him perfectly honorable
in all business transactions and fin-
ancially able to carry out any obli-
gations made by their firm.
West & Truax. Wholesale Drugglsts,
Toledo; Ohio.
Welding, liftman & Marvin, Whole-
sale Druggists, Toledo, Ohio;
Hairs Catarrh Cure is teken in-
ternally. acting directly upon the
blood and macose surfaces of the
system. Price The. per bottle. Sold
by all Druggists. Testimonials free.
Hall's Family Pills are the best.
Reports Regarding Fruit Are
Still Conflicting.
The latest Kentucky crop report
is summariied as follows by the
weather bureau:
Wheat improved greatly, but is
very poor in many localities in the
east and central portions.
Tobacco beds were sownS but are
generally late.
The reports on fruit are very con-
flicting; some saying that peaches
are all killed, and others claiming
that while certain varieties are badly
injured or killed in certain localities,
there is a chance f rr a fair crop in
many laces. Other fruits appear to
be in flirty good condition. ,
Oats sowing and garden planting
progressed fairly well during the lat-
ter part of March, but farm work is
somewhat backward. Many lambs
were killed by the severe weather
during the early part of March, but
stock are generally in fair condition.
Shot In His Left Leg.
For all kinds of sores, burns,
bruises, or other wounds DeWitt's
Witch Hazel Salve is a sure cure.
Skin diseases yield to it at once.
Never fails in ease of piles. Cooling
and healing, None genuine but De-
Witt's. Beware of counterfeits. "I
suffered for many years from a sore
caused by a gun shot wound in my
left leg." says A. S. Fuller, F.ngliste
Ind, "It would not heal and gave
me much trouble. I used all kinds
of remedies to no purpose until I
tried DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve.
A few boxes completely cured Inc."
R. C. Hardwick.
New Postoffice.
A Washington despatch announces
the establishment of a new post-
office in Christian county. The
name of the office is Lobelia and
ClIntim W. Chance is appointed
postiliaster.
_
Neglect Means Danger.
Don't neglect biliousness and con-
stipation. Your health will 'miter
permanently if you do. DeWitt's
Little Early Risers cure such cases.
M. B. Smith, Butternut. Mich„ says
DeWitt's Little Early Risers are the
most satisfactory pills I ever took.
Never gripe or cause nausea.- R. C.
Hardwick.
Notice-Dallas Excursionists
From advertisements in this issue
it will be noted that special train
will leave I. C. depot at 3:35 p. in.
Sunday, instead of 11:30 a. nu., and
will make direct connection at
Princeton.
Booklet Free.
('. A. Snow-& Co., opposite the
Patent Office, Washington, I) C.,
will send free on request, an instruc-
tive booklet telling how to secure
patents, trade marks and copyrights.
Don't neglect coughs and colds
even if it is spring. Such cases often
result seriously at .shis season just
because people are careless A dose
of One Minute Cough Curl) will re-
move all danger. Absolutely safe.
Acts at once. Sure cure for coughs,
colds. croup, grip, bronchitis. and
other throat and lung troubles. ''l
have used One Minute Cotigh Cure
several years," says Postmaster C.
0. Dawson, Barr, Ill. "It is the very
best cough medicine on the market.
It has saved me many a severe spell
of sickness and I warmly recommend
it." The children's favorite. R. C
Hardwick.
Mules And Horses Wanted.
I will be in Hopkinsville Saturday.
April 19th., at Layne's stable for the
purpose of buying fat mules and
horses. (1. S. MOORE,
Atlanta. (a.
Buys Home.
Mr. Joe P'Pool has purchased the
T. M. Edmundson place on West
Seventh street. Mr. Edmundson
will make his home in Pembroke,
where he will engage in the grocery
business.
Littlefield-Freeman.
W W. Littlefield and Miss Effie
Freeman, a young Christine county
couple, were united in marriage at
the N'orthington Hotel this morning
at 8:30 o'clock, Rev. L. F. Montgom-
ery officiating. They returned to
their future home via land, ;soon af-
ter the marriage.—Clerksvitle Leaf-
Chronicle.
Wants To Help Others.
"I iiad stomach trouble' all my
life,' ,Isays Edw. Mehler, proprieter
of the Union Bottling Works, Erie,
Pa., 'Nand tried all kinds of remedies,1
weetto several doctors and spent '
considerable money trying to get a
moment's peace. Finally I read of
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure and have been
taking it to my great satisfaction. I
never found its equal for stomach
trouble and gladly reccominend it in
hope that I may help other suffer-
ers." Kodol Dyspepsia Cure cures
all stomach troubles. on
bave to diet. Kodol DysPepals Cure
digests what you eat. R. C. Hard- I
wick. Vrir1P112111Pr 
Mott Ayres, the Democratic eunimit-
tee of the First District met in Padu-
cah Tuesday for the purpose of nam-
ing a time and manner of nominat-
ing a Democratic candidate fur judge
of the court of appeals of this dis-
trict to succeed Judge J. I). White of
Bardwell.
The committee was in session most
of the day, convening at It) o'clock.
It was decided to hold mass county
conventions in each county of the
First appellate district to name del-
egates to attend the convention.
Prstiucah was selected as the place of
the big convention.
The Democratic committee is com-
posed of the chairman of each coun-
ty committee and most all were
present iii person or by proxy. Judge
C. H. Bush, of Christian county, was
represented by proxy.
The First appellate district is
composed of parts of the First and
Second congressional district and
the candidates to succeed Judge
White are:
Judge Cook, of Calloway, county,
Judge Robbins, of Graves, Judge
Nunn, of Hopkins and Judge Dor-
sey of Henderson. Judge White of
Carlisle is also a candidate for re-
in Paducah expressed himself as
highly pleased with the decision of
the committee.
Christian county voted for pre-
He Kept His Leg.
Twelve years ago J. W. Sullivan,of
Hartford, Conn., scratched his leg
with a rusty nail. Inflammation and
blood poisoning set in. For two years
he suffered intensely. Then the best
do tors urged amputation. "But,"
he writes, I used one bottle of Elec-
vie Bitters and boxes Bucklen's
Arnica Salve and my leg was sound
and well as ever." For eruptions,
Eczema, 'fetter, Salt Rheum, Sores
and all blood disorders Electric bit-
ters has no rival on earth. Try them
Anderson & Fowler, J.O.Cook, L. L.
Elgin, C. K. Wyly will guarantee
satisfaction or refund money. Only
50 cents.
Mr. J. W. Tatum, who lives two
miles on the Princeton road, brought
a full grown blue Crane to town Sat-
urday. The bird wee alive and had
not been injured in any way. It was
very vicious striking at every one
who came close to it with its long
and very sharp bill.
Shake into your shoes Allen's Foot
Ease, a powder. It cures Chilblains,
Frostbites, Damp, Sweating.Swollen
Feet. All chuggists and shoe stores,
25e. 134
From Wednenday% doily.
Georgia Finch was tried in Judge
Fowler's court today fur whipping
Betty Brewer, and fined $e. The
women live at New Bridge in North
Christian. Georgia whispered sotto
voce toe friend: -Well, I got my
money's worth."
'front Wednesday% daily.
Josephus Russell and Miss Jennie
Vincent, a Carl couple, were mar-
ried at the office of the county clerk.
County Judge Fowles- officiated.
Many School Children Are
Sickly.
Mother Gray's :sweet Powders for
children. used by Mother Gray, a
nurse in Children's Home. New
York. break up colds in 24 hours,
cure feverishness. headachemtomiiell
troubles, teething disorders and de-
stroy worms. At all eriergiorts. 2.Se.
Sample sent free. Address Alien S.
Ohnstead, LeRoy, N. V. 134
All who use atomizers in
treating nasal catarrh will get the
best result from Ely's Liquid Cream
Bahia. Price, including spraying
tube, The. Sold by druggists or tnail-
ed by Ely Bros., 66 Warren St., New
York.
New Orleans, Sept. 1,1901.
Messrs. Ely Bros:-1 sold two bot-
tles of your Ely's Cream Balm to a
customer. Wm. Lumberton, 1415 Del-
ischaise St., New Orleans; he has
used the two bottles, giving him
wonderful and most satisfactory re-
sults. Geo. W. McDuff, Pharmacist.
W H Harris
Hopkinsville, 23Wednesday April
The largest popular
price show in the
world. Admission 25c
Strdightforwdrd
Proposition
to make every man, woman
and child in this community:
Do you want to see a First..
Class Rig Show for a sriin
.r1 ot money If s do
not fil to be on hand show
day to see the W. H. Harris'
World's Famous =
WE have ready to show toyou men who care some-
thing about the way you look,
and something about what it
costs to look right, the best
lot of Spring overcoats and
suits you ever saw. We have
gathered together the things"
that men of style and good
taste want; fabrics that will
give long service, tailoring that
cannot be excelled, styles that
are notably correct. We know
how safe it is to promise these
things; the clothes are from
Hart Schaffner & Marx
which is a sufficient guarantee of
their superiority in every detail.
If you have not worn clothes
eof this famous make it's time
you found out what they're
like; you'll get better results
for less money than you ever
had before. If you have, we
probably needn't do more than
tell you they're here, ready to
put on, easy to pay for, satisfy-
ing to wear.
rou can't make a mistake
in buying clothes with the
Hart Schaffner& Marx
label in them; they are guaran-
DEWITT TALMAGE
PASSES INTO THE BUONO.
Era.) eat a of death was inflaiemalion of
!WASHINGTON, D. C., April 14..— . the rttin, th nigh 1,e hind been sell-
The Res. T. DeWitt, Talsnage, the °wily ill for six weeks, having beenI
noted Presbyterian minister, died at :brought here from Mexico, where ile
But The Southern Is Not In- 9 o'clock Saturday night at his home had gone fer the Is-Refit of . his
terested In The L. & N. in Washington. The immediate health.
Deal.
NEW YORK, April 16.—The
& Nashville situation, which
had hung menacingly over Wall
street for a week or more, is cleared
by the undisputed statement that
John W. Gates and his associates
have wrested control of the property
from the Belmont party and are in
absolute possession.
The following statement was giVell
out by the J. Pierpont Morgue bank-
ing house:
"At the request of Messrs. Harris,
Gates & Co., who on their own Inde-
pendent account have reeently made
large purchases of Louisville & Nash-
ville railroad stock, Messrs. J. P.
Morgan & Co., as bankers, have con-
sented to take contsol of the stock se
purchased and to receive the same on
deposit.
"They have RO consented solely to
relieve the general financial condi-
tion and not for the benefit of any
railway company. The Southern
Railway has no interest, direct or
Indirect, present or prospective. in
this stock, or In its purchase or de-
posit. Messrs. J. P. Morgan & Co.
are acting with tlei cordial assent of
Messrs. August Belmont & Co."
On this statement being shown to
August Belmont at him residence he
read it over carefully and then gave
out the following typewritten state-
ment:
•'I have been aware of the negotia-
tions by which J. P. Morgan & Co.
have consented to take control and
deposit of the stock of the Louisville
& Nashville Railroad Company, pur-
chased by Harris, Gates & Co. The
statement by Messrs. J. P. Morgan &
CO. just made public has my unqual-
ified approval and there will be no
contest for the control of the Louis-
ville tir Nashville railroad."
Anoseasiseal doee of Prickly Ash
Bitters keeps the system healthy,
wards off disease and maintains
strength and energy. R. C. Hard:
wick.
By Marrying Before Day Set
For Wedding.
Mr. Leander Meacham, a popular
young planter residing near Gracey,
and Miss Lillie Watson, a pretty
daughter of J. P. Watson. of Grace)',
were married at the residence of the
groom's father, Rev. A. W. Meach-
am at Graces', Monday evening. The
wedding was a surprise, as it had
been appointed for today. But while
out driving the couple concluded to
marry at (ince and drove to the home
of the groom's fattier who performed
the ceremony. Mr. Meacham is a
brother of Mr. Chas. M. MeachaniP
of this city.
Many so-called -bitters" are not
medicines, but simply liquids dis-
guised, so as to evade the law.
Prickly Ash Bitters is not one of this
elms. It is strictly a medicine, act-
ing primarily on the kidneys, liver
and bowels, and for the dangerous
diseases that attack these organs It
is a remedy of the first grade. There
is nothing objectionable In its taste.
It has an agreeable flavor and is ac-
ceptable to the most delicate
stomach. R. C. Hardwick.
Through Service,
Hopliinsville to Dal-
las.
On Sunday April 20, the Illinois
Central R. R. will put free reclining
chair car on train leaving Hopkins-
ville at 3:35 p. m., RAMO to be picked
up at Princeton by special train
which will go through to Dallas on
special schedule, via Niempli is,
Choctaw route to South McAlester,
I. T., and M. K. & T. from that
point, arriving at Dallas at 4 p.
Monday 21. This train will also ,
carry Pullman and Tourist sleeping l
cars, and those desiring berths
should reserve same as early as pos-
sible. The above has been decided
upon by the local camp of Confeder-
ate Veterans as the official route
A strong appeal to your buying
judgment. You will find in
these trousers a perfection of fit.
a ()sedation' of style, not com-
parable with other lines-- be-
cause, so far beyond,
better garments than we offer
you arc not found upon the
market. Pleasingly wide se ko-
bons in styles- eatternr—cost.
Quick choosing
assures satisfac-
tion — we are
showing the full
line.
SHOWS IN ITS liSkA
if yin want a hum of which .lou can al-
ways be sure, we h,tve it. It will OUT-
WEAR, OUT-LOOK AND OUT-STAY any
blTgy made—any where—by anybody, (no
exceptions whatever) and look better when
you have gotten tired of it than most bug-
gies do after one or two year's use. This
sounds big and might seem like wind but
we are back of it all. Our guarantee on this
bnggy is the strongest ever given ON A NY
BUGGY BY ANY HIM,
Fully Again.-t Any Dcfect In II at er a 1
For "IWO YEARS From Date Of Pur -
tee •Vheek, Ax;cs, Springs, Run-
ning Gear and .Shafts Against
BREAKAGE FROM ANY
CAU.$E. WHATEVI R.
No questions asked at al. If your horse
runs off, if you drive over a stump. in fact
any accident of any kind brea'cing your bug-
gy will be fully covered
THAT is vie QUALITY of this buggy
and the price is right. We still have the
hest cheap buggy ever sold in this county.
I,et us show them to you.
For every dollar spent at our store we
guarantee 100 cents worth of satisfaction.
_
B. Castleman. Arthur°. Latighem. DreckInrldge Castleman.
OF LIVERPOOL.
Largest Fire Insurance Company In The World.
from Hopkinsville. Full particu- Managers Southern Department,
tars as to rates, limits, stop
-over General Offices, Columbus Bldg
privileges &c. will be found in an- w
sTvother column Of this issue. F. Garnett & Co.,
teed by the makers and by us, to
be satisfactory in every respect.
There are lots of other good
things here to show you, when
you give us a chance; it's ail
much your interest to see
them, as ours to show them.
Negligee Shirts!
White and Fancy
Wash Vests!
NobbY Stiff Hats!
Nobby Soft Hats!
The Newest Shapes.
"Panama" Shape
in BlacK and Colors
in Soft Hats!
She "Kron-Prince"
Stiff Hat!
She Liberty Special!
Dunlap and Knox
Shapes, $3.00!
Nobby Nechwear!
She New Style of Collars!
Fancy Hosiery in
Drop Stitch Fancy
and Lace Effects!
Uptodate Trousers and
Summer Coats Vests!
Men's Fine Shoes!
Frankels
The skin is provided with millions of little pores
and glands invisible to the natural eye, yet through
these tiny outlets the larger part of the deadly matter k 41that daily collects in the body is carried off. But nature
never intended that poisons of an irritating or acid
character should be eliminated through the skin, the Liver and Kidneys being their natural
outlets, and it is when these important organs fail to perform their functions that these acid
poisons are absorbed into the blood and find their way to the surface of the body through the
pores and glands of the skin, producing intense itching and burning, inflammation and
swelling, and eruptions of every conceivable size, sliape and character.
Skin Diseases differ greatly in their general characteristics and degrees of intensity.
Red and angry looking spots break out upon some part of the body with a mass of small
pustules or blisters, from which is discharged a clear or straw colored fluid, which dries and
nakes off in bran-like particles and scales, or forms into ha-d and painful sores and scabs.
The skin often hardens and dries, cracks and bleeds from the effects of the fiery acids,
which the blood is continually
throwing off. Pimples, black-
heads and blotches are evidences
of a too acid blood, which has
inflamed and clogged the pores.
Skin Diseases being depend-
ent upon the same causes require
the same treatment, which must
be constitutional and not external.
Nothing applied locally to the
inflamed surface can bring much
relief. The disfiguring eruptions
will continue to annoy and pain
you in spite of soaps, washes or powders. There is no hope of getting rid of a skin disease
except through the purification of the depreciated blood and neutralizing and filtering out of
the circulation all poisonous substances and acids.
The purifying and. tonic properties of S. S. S. soon manifest their influence in skin
affections; the debilitated system is invigorated and toned up, and the gradual disappearance
of the eruptions show that the polluted blood is being brought back to its natural purity and
strength. Old chronic skin disorders, which have resisted all the ordinary methods of
treatment, readily yield to the curative
SALT RHEUM, ECZEMA, why the long time sufferer should feelpowers of S. S. S., and there is no reason
resigned to his fate under the mistakenTETTER, NETTLE RASH, idea that some skin diseases are incura-ble, for S. S. S. has cured and is still
PSORIASIS, ACNE, BOILS cnrmg cases perhaps far mare desperate. than yours. S. S. S. is a purely vegetable
remedy, containing no Potash, Arsenic
or any of the poisonous drugs which constitute the basis of so many so-called skin cures.
Our Medical Department has been of the greatest assistance to thousands seeking relief
from blood and skin troubles. Write us fully about your case, and our physicians will help
you, for which no charge whatever is made. Our illustrated Book on Skin Diseases will be
sent free to all who write for it. THE SWIFT SPECIFIC COMPANY, ATLANTA, GA.
Flowers!
For the Spring and
Summer Trade.
We have at our gardens and orch-
ards all kinds of Vegetable Plants,
Flowers and Nursery Stock, and we
will hove In the collection of Vegeta-
ble Plants a limited nuniber of the
now famous "New Large Early
Tomato," introduced by Waiter Bur-
fee & Co., last year of which I am
the originator, and for which the
above company paid me a large sum
for the ownership, and said to be the
finest tomato now in existence.
Will not be able to supply more
than one dozen of the plants to any
one customer. also have plants
from two other varieties of my own
introduction, Snyder Earliest arid
Snyder New Ilieauty, which are said
to be very fine. And other flee va-
rieties.
I make a specialty of landscape
gardens, renovating lawns and ceme-
tery plots, and will give estimates on
all floral work runt filling of flower
beds.
All kinds of fteeds, flowers, roses,
fruit trees, small fruits and every-
thing in the nursery line for sale.
You will du well by COnstilting me
first on any of the above work. Our
orchards and gardens are near
Casks. ISse phone No. 130-2 rings.
And all orders by mail will be
prompt's attended to.
WM. F. Snyder,
P. 0. Box Ca.sky. ,
VIGOR of MEN
Easily, Quickly,
Permanently Restored
HiNmpri hr. Jesus O'Nerra's f Par.is, tweet French lock
ante Vitalizer Is .old with :duet; uarao
to cure Nervous debilits , lost vitality
memory. fits. dizziness, hysteria, stops
all drains on the nervous system' caused to
bad habits or excessive us of tohtmeeo, 4-p-
lum, liquor or "living the pace that kills.'
It. wards off Insanity, consumption and
death. It CittallIt• the blood and brain.butitn.
up t a •hattrer.d nerves, r,storet the of
youth and brings the pick slow to pal,
clweks add mak• you y tifris and strons
again. boo, 12 boxes IS: By mail to any ad
dram
Anderson & Fowler
Cttosnra, Iowa, April 10, 1901.
I. 1883 I broke eat with Eczema es my haul, legs sad arms. The
Doctors treated me for abed two years without giving relief. 1 east
tried varisus ointments, soaps and washes, but these did we as geed.
I finally quit talc's' medicine, as the physician said the disease had
become chronic and Incurable. Revise *adored this ternientleg malady
for about 16 years, I determined to auks another effort to get rid ef is
and began S. S. S. in July, 1900, and continued It ma November, irbee
I discovered, to try surprise and Joy, that net a spot meld he feud se
my body, which before had been almost covered with the empties.
It has now bees Dearly a year shim the disease but eel
a elan of It has ever returned, and I am sanded the s peremsomet.
F. C. NORFOLK, 1017 "uluhivy Street.
An Expert Trimmer and Designer
Is Now in She City,
1:And ievit *11
18,ii. s wis ing
Ole latet4 styles
in
P arisian
Trimmed :
adir .sP Hats
to call and give
her a trial No
two inwie alike.
OLD HATS MADE NEW.
Satisfact ion guaranteed. Reference New
York 6t. Louis and New Orleans. I also
teach all kinds ot' Embroidery.
Stopping at Mrs. Geo. Elgin's,
vs, it It!m treet, Near I. C. Depot.
Go To GREER'S
We do all kinds of Plumbing and hive the best
and most experienced workmen employed. All work
guaranteed.
